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Summary

In this dissertation we propose extensions to the Self Protecting Object (SPO)
model to facilitate the sharing of information in a more effective manner. We see
the sharing ofinformation as the sharing of objects that provide services. Sharing
objects effectively is allowing the objects to be used in a secure environment,
independent of their location, in a manner usage was intended.

The SPO model proposed by Olivier [32] allows for objects in a federated
database to be moved from one site to another and ensures that the security policy
of the object will always be respected and implemented, regardless of its location.
Although the SPO model does indeed allow for objects (information) to be shared
effectively, it fails to address issues of maintaining integrity within objects.

We therefore define the notion of maintaining integrity within the spa model
and propose a model to achieve it. We argue that ensuring an SPO is only used
in a way usage was intended does not suffice to ensure integrity. The model we
propose is based on ensuring that modifications to an SPO are only executed if
the modification does not violate the constraints defined for the Sf'O, The model"
allows for an spa to maintain its unique identity in addition to maintaining its
integrity.

The SPO model is designed to be used in a federated database on sites that are
stationary. Therefore, having addressed the issue of maintaining integrity within
SPOs on stationary sites in the federated database, we then introduce the notion
of a mobile site: a site that will eventually disconnect from the federated database
and become unreachable for some time.

Introducing the mobile site into the federated database allows us to propose the
Mobile Self Protecting Object (MSPO) and its associated architecture. Because
of the nature of mobile sites, the original model for maintaining integrity can not
be applied to the MSPO architecture. We therefore propose a mechanism (to be
implemented in unison with the original model) to ensure the integrity of MSPOs
on mobile sites.

We then discuss the JASPO prototype. The aim of the prototype was to deter
mine if the Self Protecting Object model was feasible using current development
technologies. We examine the requirements identified in order for the prototype
to be successful and discuss how these were satisfied. Several modifications were
made to the original spa model, including the addition of a new module and the
exclusion of others, we discuss these modifications and examine why they were
necessary.
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Opsomming

In hierdie verhandeling stel ons uitbreidings van die SPO- (Self Protecting
Object) model voor om die deel van inligting meer effektief te maak. Ons sien
inligting wat gedeel word as objekte wat gedeel word om dienste te lewer. Om
objekte effektief te deel is om hulle in 'n veilige omgewing, onafhanklik van hulle
ligging, op die bedoelde manier te gebruik.

Die SPO-model, soos voorgestel deur Olivier [31], laat objekte toe om van
een plek na 'n ander in 'n gefedereerde databasis rond te beweeg, sonder om die
sekuriteitsbeleid daarvan te verander. Alhoewel die SPO-model dit moontlik maak
om inligting effektief te deel kan dit nie die integriteit van die objekte verseker nie..

Ons stel dus voor dat die integriteit in die SPO-model gehandhaaf word en stel
'n model voor om dit te bereik. Ons argumenteer dat deur 'n SPO net te gebruik
soos dit veronderstel is om gebruik te word, nie integriteit verseker nie. Die model
wat ons voorstel is gebaseer op die versekering dat veranderings aan die SPO net
gemaak word as dit nie die beperkings, soos gedefineer deur die SBO, oortree nie.
Die modellaat 'n SPO toe om sy unieke identiteit sowel as integriteit te behou. .

Die SPO-model is ontwerp om in 'n gefedereede databasis gebruik te word
waar nodusse gekoppel bly en nie rondbeweeg nie, Nadat die handhawing van
integriteit van SPO's in so 'n databasis aandag gekry het, word mobiele nodusse
beskou. So 'n nodus sal uiteindelik van die gefedereerde databasis ontkoppel en
vir 'n tyd lank onbereikbaar wees.

Die aard van 'n mobiele nodus in die gefedereerde databasis laat ons toe om
die MSPO- (Mobile Self Protecting Object) model en sy geassosieerde argitek
tuur voor te stel. As gevolg van die verskillende aard van mobiele nodusse kan
die oorspronklike model vir die handhawing van integriteit nie toegepas word op
die MSPO-argitektuur nie. Ons stel 'n meganisme voor (wat saam met die oor
spronklike model geimplementeer moet word) om die integriteit van MSPO's op
mobiele nodusse te verseker.

Ons bespreek vervolgens die JASPO-prototipe. Die doelwit van hierdie pro
totipe is om te bepaal of dit prakties is om die SPO-model te implementeer met
huidige tegnologie. Ons ondersoek die vereistes wat geidentifiseer is vir die pro
totipe om suksesvol te wees. Verskeie veranderings is aan die oorspronklike SPO
model aangebring, insluitende die byvoeging van 'n nuwe module en die weglagt
ing van ander. Ons bespreek die veranderings en ondersoek hoekom dit nodig
was.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

'aut disce aut discede'

- either learn or leave

1
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If two sister companies are developing a prototype for a new generation of
mobile phones, besides the actual research and development process, the compa
nies must strive to share test results, designs and any significant findings with one
another. That is, they must share information.

The Internet, in all its fragmented splendor, is but a result of scientists wanting
to share information among people working on similar projects: In tum, the World
Wide Web has become the most commonly used medium to share information
with the masses.

As networks span over countless machines, effortlessly evolving into colossal
and exceptionally complex systems of diverse hardware and software only subject
to modification by the creators themselves; sharing information in an effective
manner becomes a topic of much attention. Note that we use the term effective but
what is sharing information in an effective manner?

In this dissertation we view the sharing of information as the sharing of ob
jects that provide services, accessible via their properties or the invocation of their
methods. Sharing an object effectively is allowing an object to be used, inde
pendent of its location, in the way usage was intended: in a secure environment,
protected from unauthorised usage or malicious intent.

Olivier [32] proposes a model in which objects in a federated database are
able to protect themselves. The objects are referred to as Self Protecting Objects
(SPOs). The framework of the model relies on a Trusted Common Core (TCC)
being implemented and trusted at all sites in the federated database. Usage of an
SPO is only through the TCC which works hand in hand with several components:

- The Trusted Local Extension (TLE): Essentially a security manager based
at the originating site of an SPO.

- The Trusted Extension (TE): Security specific code attached to an SPO.

The SPO model accommodates the sharing of information in an effective man
ner. In this dissertation we examine the SPO model and ask what can be done in
order to facilitate effective information sharing even further. Having done so, we
propose extensions to the SPO model.

Problem Statement

Consider once again the two companies discussed earlier: Company A has re
cently performed several significant tests on the new generation mobile phone
they are developing. The results have been processed and are available in the
form of an object (SPO): mobileTestResults. Company B is now conducting their
own set of tests and has requested to have Company A's test results on hand so as
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to make their testing more efficient. If the request is successful, company A will
transmit the mobileTestResults SPO to company B.

The SPO model allows mobile'Iestliesults to be relocated to Company B and
used by company B in a secure manner. However, integrity is not addressed by the
SPO model. How can one be certain that the mobile'Iestliesults was not corrupted
while it was being transmitted to company B? Also, ensuring authorised usage
of an SPO in a secure environment does not necessarily mean that the SPO will
therefore maintain its integrity. The SPO may be modified via authorised usage,
but these modifications could violate certain constraints. In doing so, the SPO
would be invalid and therefore would have lost its integrity.

In making the SPO model effective, in so far as the sharing of information is
concerned, it is imperative that we address its lack of consideration for integrity.
We address this problem on two levels:

- Stationary hosts: Having defined integrity within the SPO model, we look
at how the integrity of SPOs on stationary hosts can be maintained.

- Mobile hosts: We identify the need for mobile hosts within the SPO frame
work. Since mobile hosts are inherently different from stationary hosts, a
new architecture to implement the mobile hosts is proposed. Integrity is
then addressed within this architecture and a model to implement it is anal
ysed.

Overview

Chapter 2 begins this dissertation with a discussion of federated databases. The
SPO model has been designed to function within a federated database environ
ment, it is therefore imperative that we analyse and provide an overview of the
characteristics of federated databases so as to serve as a solid background for sub
sequent chapters.

In chapter 3 we discuss interoperability issues and examine several technolo
gies that have arisen to address these issues. We discuss how information is
shared, used and exchanged between heterogeneous systems in distributed en
vironments.

The JASPO prototype, discussed in chapter 9, introduces the Directory Service
Module. This module keeps the current physical location of an SPO transparent
to the user and essentially implements a name resolution scheme in order to find
SPOs. In chapter 4 we provide an overview of several name resolution technolo
gies so as to better understand the methods used by the Directory Service Module.
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Before introducing and discussing the SPO model in its entirety in chapter
6, we provide a brief background discussion of objects, object-oriented program
ming and object-oriented databases in chapter S.

Having discussed the SPO model and the environment in which it functions,
in chapter 7 we propose an extension to the SPO model so as to maintain the in
tegrity of an SPO. We define the notion of maintaining integrity within the SPO
model. We then move on to propose a mechanism to achieve this. As we address
a means of ensuring integrity within the SPO model we point out that integrity
issues arising from concurrency problems do not fall within the scope of our re
search.

We wish only to ensure that the integrity of an SPO is maintained in so far as
its validity is concerned, in that the constraints of an SPO and its properties are
constantly adhered to.

In having defined integrity and how to achieve it within the SPO framework,
in chapter 8 we propose an extension to the SPO model which will allow for the
existence of mobile sites in the federated database; that is, sites which exist on
a mobile environment and may disconnect from the federated database for somt?
time (for example, a laptop). The Mobile Self Protecting Object (MSPO) is intro
duced: an SPO that has been relocated from a site in the federated database to a
mobile site for the exclusive use of the mobile user of that site upon disconnection.
The introduction of the MSPO and the proposal of the MSPO architecture leads us
to once again discuss how to maintain integrity, since the process of maintaining
integrity within SPOs is not necessarily the same when dealing with MSPOs.

In chapter 9 we review the JASPO prototype that was developed in order to
determine if the SPO model was feasible using current development technolo
gies. We define several conditions that the prototype must achieve in order to be
successful:

1. Sites in the database can be heterogeneous (on a hardware level).

2. It functions in a networked environment (distributed database).

3. Sites are fairly autonomous.

In this chapter we will discuss further extensions to the SPO model that were
necessary in order for the prototype to meet these conditions. The most prominent
extension being the addition of the Directory Service Module (DSM): a module
which allows users and sites to easily locate, manage and use SPOs within the
database in a manner independent of the SPO's current location. One of the goals
of the prototype was to achieve basic functionality therefore issues such as site
persistency and large-scale data management were not addressed.

We conclude this study and discuss possible areas of future research in chapter
10.



Chapter 2

Federated Databases

'nonmihi, non tibi, sed nobis'

- not for you, not for me, but for us

5



CHAPTER 2. FEDERATED DATABASES

2.1 Introduction

6

In this dissertation we will address security issues, in so far as integrity is con
cerned, with regards to the SPO model. We begin with a discussion of feder
ated databases and provide an overview of the various characteristics of federated
databases which will serve as important background for subsequent chapters.

We assume the reader is familiar with general database principles: [38, 47].
Throughout the dissertation we will refer to a database system. participating in the
federated database as a site. The term Federated Database System was derived
by Hammer et al [14]; it is essentially defined as 'an organisation model based
on equal, autonomous databases, with sharing controlled by explicit interfaces'.
Olivier [31] defines a federated database as 'a distributed database where the sites
that form the distributed database have a high degree of site autonomy delegated to
the sites as far as possible'. Federated databases can vary considerably depending
on how they are defined with respect to autonomy, heterogeneity and distribution.

One of the primary goals of a site is to protect its data, this can be achieved
by ensuring that a prescribed security policy is always enforced when using this
data. This form of management over data is a form of autonomy. Sites want to
be autonomous; that is, they want be manage themselves to as greater extent as
possible. In addition to autonomy, heterogeneity essentially allows a site to remain
as it was before joining the federated database. Allowing heterogeneous sites to
participate in the federated database means that existing database systems can
participate in the federated database with minimal changes to their architecture. It
is often a difficult task to integrate heterogeneous sites since there are many forms
of heterogeneity, as discussed in section 2.3. Distribution of a federated database
refers to the distribution of sites participating in the database and the way in which
this is achieved.

In this chapter each of the characteristics mentioned above arc defined and
discussed. We then discuss various classifications of federated databases based
on the weight of these attributes and move on to briefly look at several feder
ated database prototypes. We conclude this chapter by defining and classifying a
federated database within the context of this dissertation.

2.2 Autonomy

Autonomous, derived from the Greek word Autonornos mcaning "In
dependent ingovernment; havingtherightorpowerofself-government"
[52].

The degree of autonomy extended to a site participating in a federated database
is an important issue. It does not suffice to define an autonomous site as merely a
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'self-governing' site since this definition is in its own right inflexible. Ozsu et al
[35] and Sheth et al [42] refer to four forms of autonomy:

- Design autonomy is concerned with how much say a site has over its data
organisation; it concerns issues the likes of its -data model and naming con
cepts.

- Communication autonomy denotes the degree to which a site participates
in the federation, in that it may leave or enter the federated database as it
pleases.

- Execution autonomy means a site may distinguish between local and exter
, nal operations and handle them in a manner as it deems appropriate.

- Association autonomy is similar to communication autonomy in that a site
can determine which sites it wishes to associate or disassociate itself from.
Busse et al [6] refrain from including association autonomy as a fourth type
of autonomy since they understand association autonomy as a mixture of
design and communication autonomy.

A fair degree of autonomy is essential to sites determined to provide as much
protection over the data they are sharing as possible. But, as [5] points out, al
though complete autonomy would be ideal, this is not feasible since sharing can
not realistically be achieved. A site wishing to share data, must be willing to yield
some degree of autonomy. A federated database serves as a compromise between
total autonomy of a site and no autonomy of a site. Participating sites will be able
to share their data in a federated database whilst still maintaining a fair amount
of control. Just how much control can be determined by the type of federated
database the sites participate in, discussed later in this chapter.

2.3 Heterogeneity

Heterogeneous: "Differing in kind; havingunlike qualities; possessed
ofdifferent characteristics; dissimilar" [52].

As was the case with autonomy, there are several types of heterogeneous prop
erties of a site in a federated database that can be identified. Examples include data
models, query languages, constraints and operating environments. Busse et al [6]
divides heterogeneities amongst sites into three forms: syntactical, data model
and logical heterogeneities. We follow the model provided by [42], which divides
the different types of heterogeneities into those due to differences in participating
sites of the federation and those due to the differences in semantics of data.
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Each site in a federated database follows a data model which is used to define
data structures and constraints. It is the difference in the data model implemented
at each site that gives rise to differences amongst the sites. These differences in
data models can be classified into the following:

- Differences in structure: Different data models use various ways to model
their data. For example, in a relational database data is modelled in the form
of entries and relations in and amongst tables, whereas, in an object oriented
database data is modeled in the form of objects. Differences in data models
are easier to deal with if the information represented is relatively the same,
as an example consider that the address of a car dealer could be saved as an
entry in a table of a relational database or as a property/value of an object
in an object oriented database.

- Differences in constraints: Sites in a federated database may not set the
same constraints on their data. Consider several sites maintaining a database
of cars, one site may have as a constraint that a car must have four wheels,
another may define a car as having at least three wheels.

- Differences in query languages: Since different data models may make use
of different query languages to query and make use of the information in
the database, differences amongst the way sites are to query and handle
information will occur.

Semantic heterogeneity, in its simplest form, denotes differences in the un
derstanding of concepts or values shared in the federated database. For example,
one site may understand that when denoting the monetary value of an object, the
tax associated with the object is included. On the other hand, another site may
understand that when denoting the monetary value of an object, the tax associated
with the object is not included.

Semantic differences amongst sites is a hindrance which is extremely difficult
to identify and resolve. Sheth et al [42] refers to [8] which found that not only
is semantic heterogeneity a problem which lacks proper understanding, but that
there is also no concise definition of the problem. For a more thorough discussion
of semantic heterogeneity, readers are referred to [16] which discusses semantic
heterogeneity amongst two or more databases which share similar or overlapping
data.

2.4 Distribution

Being the third attribute which characterises a federated database, it is under
stood that a federated database is indeed a form of a distributed database [9]. By
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distributed we mean a database which consists of sites which are physically dis
tributed over a geographic location. These sites provide or share their data to each
of the participating sites in the federation through a network the likes of a Wide
Area Network [11] or the Internet.

Each site in a federated database can be a standalone, centralised site or a
distributed site in its own right. The sites that make up the federated database
are fairly autonomous in that the administrators of each site regulate and control
access to their data.

2.5 Types of Federated Databases

Depending on how control and integration of sites is managed, a federated database
can be classified into two classes, loosely coupled or tightly coupled. A loosely
coupled federated database leaves control and maintenance of the federated database
to the administrators of the participating sites. The central administrators of the
federated database do not enforce any measures of control on any of the partici
pating sites. A tightly coupled federated database on the other hand leaves control
to a centralised group of federated database administrators. These administrators
dictate how the federation is maintained and control access to component sites.
Figure 2.1 depicts the difference in how control of the federated database is dele
gated between a loosely coupled and tightly coupled approach.

Federated Database

Loosely Coupled Tightly Coupled

I •

Figure 2.1: Types of federated databases

Note that in either case, autonomy is still maintained at each individual site.
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A federated database allows for existing non-participating database systems to
participate and share data without affecting existing applications and still maintain
a fair degree of autonomy. In order to allow for this, [42] shows a distinction must
be made between local and global operations. Global operations are operations
handled by the federated database and may involve the usage of several sites in
order to execute successfully. A local operation is one handled by the local site,
this would be an operation where the data involved is only found on the local site
and submission to the federated database is not necessary. Sites in the federated
database must obviously allow access to the data they have shared and do not
necessarily have to distinguish between local and global operations.

2.7 Federated Database Prototypes

There are a number of projects which aim to integrate heterogeneous databases
[19]. In this section we briefly discuss two projects which not only concern them
selves with the integration of heterogeneous databases, but also consider main
taining the autonomy of the sites involved whilst still sharing data.

2.7.1 VHDBS

The VHDBS prototype [53] adopts an object-oriented multi-tier architecture and
an object-oriented data model that can be easily mapped to different data mod
els. It allows for heterogeneous database systems to be integrated into a federated
database system regardless of their location or database architecture. Integration
is achieved via the database adapters installed at each site location thus allow
ing database applications to remain unhindered and unchanged. This prototype
enables departments or systems in a company or enterprise to integrate with one
another forming an Intranet, and companies or enterprises to integrate with one
another thereby creating an Extranet. Because of the flexible integration and map
ping mechanism provided by VHDBS, database architectures used at each site
may vary drastically.

2.7.2 MYRIAD

The primary goal of the Myriad prototype [21] was to provide a testbed where
alternative database architectures and algorithms could be investigated when in
tegrating heterogeneous sites. Special consideration was given to autonomy and
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heterogeneity. The prototype addresses global transaction management and query
processing strategies that take heterogeneity into account.

2.8 Conclusion

Having looked at the attributes that define a federated database, we now clas
sify and define the federated database within the context of this dissertation. We
define the federated database as a distributed database where each of the partici
pating sites share information whilst still preserving their autonomy. The feder
ated database in this dissertation is said to be loosely coupled since each of the
participating sites will contribute to the control and maintenance of the federated
database.

In so far as heterogeneity is concerned, this study views sites as being capa
ble of semantic heterogeneity, but not in structure, constraints or query language.
Each site in the federated database follows the object-oriented approach and im
plements the Self Protecting Object (Spa) model.
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Interoperability

'omnia mutantur nos et mutamur in illis'

- all things change, and we change with them
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Having defined a federated database as a distributed network of heterogeneous,
autonomous sites we now move on to analyse the issues involved when shar
ing information between these heterogeneous sites; We will discuss several of
the technologies implemented when building distributed networks to facilitate the
sharing of information and in particular, we will discuss technologies that address
the issue of interoperability: the ability of two or more systems or components to
exchange information and to use information that has been exchanged [18].

The heterogeneous characteristic inherent in large, distributed networks can
be said to be the result of several factors [49]:

- Engineering tradeoffs: Participants in a network may implement different
methods in addressing similar complex engineering problems.

- Cost effectiveness: Many consumers tend to purchase the system which best
satisfies their needs at the most reasonable price, regardless of who makes
them.

- Legacy systems: Some systems may simply be too costly to replace.

Heterogeneity proves to be an obstacle that is difficult to overcome when one
considers how to share and use information amongst systems in a distributed net
work. We begin the chapter with a discussion of OMG's CORBA. Section 3.3 then
analyses Microsoft's DCOM implementation and we conclude with an analysis of
Sun Microsystem's Java RMI in section 3.4.

3.2 Object Management Architecture (OMA)

In 1989 the Object Management Group (OMG) was formed to promote the theory
and practice of object-oriented technology in software development. With more
than 750 members, including vendors and software developers, OMG has grown
to become the largest software consortium in the world. Its primary goals arc
the reusability, portability, and interoperability of object-based software in dis
tributed, heterogeneous environments.

The OMG has developed the Object Management Architecture (OMA) [30] as
a specification that, when followed, allows for the development and deployment
of interoperable distributed object systems in heterogeneous environments. The
OMA is composed of an Object Model and a Reference Model.

The Object Model defines objects that exist in a distributed, heterogeneous
environment. It defines concepts that are meaningful to clients (requestors of
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services) such as object creation, requests, types and signatures. It also defines
concepts related to object implementation such as methods, executing engines
and executable code.

The Reference Model defines how objects in the system behave or interact
with one other. Understanding the Reference Model is essential to understanding
one of the key components of the OMA: the Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA) [29]. In this section we will provide a brief high-level
discussion of the Reference Model. We will then focus on CORBA.

3.2.1 The Reference Model

The Reference Model consists of the following four components:

- Object Request Broker (ORB): Responsible for communication between
clients and objects in that it enables objects to make and receive requests in a
transparent manner. [29] describes the ORB as the foundation for building
applications from distributed objects and for interoperability between appli
cations in hetero- and homogeneous environments. The ORB is discussed
in detail in section 3.2.2.

- Object Services: Domain-independent services that support basic func
tions for using and implementing objects.

- Common Facilities: A collection of services that many applications may
share, but are not as fundamental as object services.

- Application Objects: Productions of a single vendor which are not stan
dardised by OMG.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the interactivity between each of the components in the
Reference Model. These components define a range of functionality needed to
support the development of distributed systems. The ORB is the core of this
model, it is responsible for ensuring meaningful communication between CORBA
compliant applications.

3.2.2 Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)

CORBA is a specification of a standard architecture for ORBs. CORBAs strength
lies in that it is structured in a manner that allows for the integration of a wide
variety of object systems. Wallnau [51] defines CORBA as a specification that
can be thought of as a generalisation of the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) that
includes a number of refinements, including:
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Figure 3.1: OMA Reference Model.

- A more abstract and powerful interface definition language

- Direct support for a variety of object-oriented concepts
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- A variety of other improvements and generalisations of the more primitive
RPC

CORRA is comprised of several main features; figure 3.2 illustrates these fea
tures as well as their role in the CORRA specification. In the following sections
we will discuss each of these in more detail:

- ORB Core

- Interface Definition Language

- Interface Repository

- Language Mappings

- Stubs and Skeletons

- Dynamic Invocation and Dynamic Skeleton Interface

- Object Adapters

- Inter-ORB Protocols
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meg ORB-dependent interface

IIIIIIIIIIIIl There are stubs and a skeleton for each object type

_Interface identical for all ORB implementations

I I There may be multiple object adapters

TUp-call interface

1 Normal call interface

Figure 3.2: Common Object Request Broker Architecture.

ORB Core

Figure 3.3 depicts a request being made from a client to an object via an ORB.
The client is requesting the service of an object and is using the ORB to handle
the request. The client does not know the location of the object, the programming
language it was written in, what operating system it resides on (if any), what
means of communication needs to be used (TCPIIP, shared memory etcetera) or
what its current execution state is (activated). The ORB is therefore responsible
for facilitating total transparency between a client and an object. This feature
allows developers to worry about their own application issues rather than low
level distributed programming issues.

In order to make use of an object a client requires a reference to an object. A
reference to an object is opaque, meaning that the client is prevented from seeing
or accessing the actual representation of an object. A client can obtain a reference
to an object in one of several ways:

- Object creation: The client can create its own object. This is done by invok
ing creation requests on other objects called factory objects.
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Figure 3.3: A request to an object being sent through an ORB.
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- Directory service: A client can use make use of a lookup service of some
kind, for example, a naming service that stores object references.

- Converting to string and back: Once a client has a reference, it can request
an ORB to convert the reference to a string. The string can be stored and
retrieved later to be converted back into an object reference.

An ORB does offer a basic directory service to clients that have no references
to any objects at all, for example, a client that has just been introduced to the
system may need a reference to a directory service, this can be retrieved from its
ORB.

OMG Interface Definition Language (IDL)

Before a client can use an object (issue requests to it via an ORB), it must have
a conceptual understanding of the functionality of the object. This is achieved
by the OMG Interface Definition Language (IDL). The OMG IDL describes an
object in so far as defining a set of named operations and the parameters to those
operations. Interfaces in CORBA are similar to interfaces in Java: 'An interface
is a skeleton of a class showing the methods the class will have when someone
implements it.' [48].

Consider the OMG IDL for a Mobile Phone object that returns a boolean type
(true or false) when its isOn method is invoked:

interface MobilePhone

boolean isOn();
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The OMG IDL allows for complete language independence. This is essential
in heterogeneous environments where all systems involved may be using many
different kinds of programming languages.

Language Mappings

From the OMG IDL, it is possible to map the OMG IDL features into the facili
ties provided by specific programming languages. There are a number of language
mappings for programming languages including Java, C, C++ and SmallTalk. Ta
ble 3.1 shows a small part of an OMG IDL Java mapping.

OMGIDLlYpe Java Mapping Type
module package
interface interface
constant public static final
boolean boolean
octet byte
string java.lang.String
enum class
sequence array
operation method

Table 3.1: Java Mappings for OMG IDL Types.

Interface Repository

If a client wishes to make use of an object in the system it must possess the inter
face that defines the object. Retrieving the interface can be achieved using one of
two methods.

- Retrieval from an Interface Repository (IR). The IR is a component of the
ORB that provides persistent storage of interface definitions.

- Retrieval from the object itself. The basic object in Corba supports the
get.interface method. Since every object in a CORBA environment is de
rived from the basic CORBA object, it will support retrieval of its interface
from it directly.

Upon compilation or translation into the client's programming language, the
interface is then built into the application being used by the client. The interface is
now said to be fixed into the application. If the interface of the object it wishes to
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use changes (for example, if the isOn()method from above changes to isActive(),
the client will have to retrieve the new interface, recompile/translate it and then
rebuild it into the application.

This static approach to using objects by retrieving its interface, compiling and
then building it into the application may be suitable for some. On the other hand
it may not suitable for others since changing and rebuilding an application every
time the interface changes may be impractical. For this reason CORBA provides
another approach to using objects, that of dynamic invocation (discussed later in
this section).

Stubs andSkeletons

Stubs and Skeletons work hand in hand with one another to allow clients and ob
jects to interact via the ORB. A stub essentially creates and issues requests to an
ORB on behalf of a client while a skeleton delivers requests from an ORB to an
object. Figure 3.2 shows stubs are situated on the client's side and skeletons on
the object's side. Stubs are generated from OMG IDL language compilers and are
built directly into client applications. Consider the following code a Java devel
oper may use to invoke a method on the MobilePhone object discussed earlier:

boolean phoneStatus = MobilePhoneReference.isOn();

In this code the developer wishes to query the status of the MobilePhone ob
ject. This is done by invoking the isOn method via the object's reference. The
isOn method may seem like a normal method of a local object in the environment
but this is not the case. The isOn method is a stub that will be responsible for
making contact with the clients ORB, issuing a request on behalf of the client ap
plication, interpreting the response and handing it back to the client application.
The skeleton of the object in question (MobilePhone) will handle the request from
the ORB, invoke the method of the object, and pass the result back to the ORB.

Dynamic Invocation and DynamicSkeleton Interface

The Dynamic Invocation Interface (DB) allows clients to invoke methods of ob
jects whilst having no knowledge of the object's interface. Using the DU, a client
specifies the object to be invoked, the operation to be performed and the type of
parameters being passed. These operations are performed on a pseudo-object gen
erated by invoking the create-request method on the reference of the target object
(a method supported by all CORBA objects).

When the request pseudo-object has been prepared by specifying the operation
to be performed and the parameters involved, invocation can be done in several
ways:
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- Synchronous Invocation - Upon issuing the request, the client waits for the
objects response before proceeding.

- Deferred Synchronous Invocation - The client issues the request and pro
ceeds with other tasks. The response of the request is collected later. This
technique is more efficient if there is a succession of requests to be issued.

- Oneway Invocation - The client issues the request and does not worry about
the response.

The Dynamic Skeleton Interface (DSI) is similar to the DII in that it allows
servers to be written that do not require the skeleton of an object to be compiled
statically into the program in order for the object to be used.

Object Adapters

An Object Adapter allows a client to invoke requests on an object although it may
not know the true interface for the object. It essentially adapts the interface of an
object to the interface expected by a client. As depicted in figure 3.4, the Object
Adapter is implicitly involved in the invocation of the methods, although the direct
interface is through the skeletons.

Object

~ntertace AmethOdS) Qntertace B method0

Dynami~lllnterfaCeAll Interface AI Object
Skeleton Skeleton Skeleton Adapter

Interface

ORB Core

Figure 3.4: Structure of a typical Object Adapter.

Object adapters are also responsible for the following:

- Generation and interpretation of object references.

- Method invocation.

- Security of interactions.
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- Object activation and deactivation.

- Mapping object references to the corresponding object.

- Registration of objects.

Inter-ORB Protocols
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CORBA defines a protocol for communication between ORBs. This protocol
allows for direct ORB to ORB interoperability and for bridge based interoperabil
ity. Direct ORB to ORB interoperability accommodates ORBs that fall within the
same domain, that is they understand the same object references and OMG IDL
systems. Bridge based interoperability refers to ORBs that do not fall within the
same domain.

The General Inter-ORB Protocol (GlOP) specifies transfer syntax and message
formats for ORB interoperation. It is easy to implement and allows for scalability
and performance. GlOP has been implemented in the form of the Internet Inter
ORB Protocol (HOP), built over TCPIIP.

3.3 Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM)

The Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM), also referred to as the TCP/IP
of objects, is an extension to the Component Object Model (COM). COM is a
specification and implementation developed by the Microsoft Corporation that
defines how components (objects) and their clients interact. COM allows clients
to use a component without the need of an intermediary system component. It de
fines an Application Programming Interface (API) to allow for applications writ
ten in different languages to interact with one another. In order for this interaction
to occur, all components involved must adhere to a binary structure specified by
Microsoft.

In extending COM, DCOM allows components (objects) on different plat
forms to communicate with one another in a network environment the likes of
a Local Area Network (LAN), Wide Area Network (WAN) or the Internet. The
extensions to COM include:

- Improved location and packaging transparency.

- Free-Threading Model.

- Security.

- Scalability.
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In this section we will discuss DCOM by first providing a high-level overview
of the COM and DCOM architecture. We then focus on a few of the extensions
DCOM provides, as listed above. For an in depth technical discussion of DCOM,
readers are referred to [23] and [24].

3.3.1 DCOM Architecture

Understanding COM is essential to understanding DCOM [39]. We begin this
section with a brief overview of COM as an evolutionary approach to understand
ing the DCOM architecture. Readers that require a more detailed discussion of
COM are referred to [10] and [27].

Each COM component must be defined via its interface. An interface de
scribes a component by defining it as a set of methods and properties. Usage of
the component is only through its interface. Component designers develop inter
faces through the use of the Microsoft Interface Definition Language (MIDL), an
object-oriented extension of the DCE RPC IDL . Every interface that defines a
COM component is assigned a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) by its de
veloper. The UUID helps eliminate any ambiguity that may arise from name
collisions and is the cornerstone of COM's versioning model.

In addition to the UUID is each component's unique Class Identifier (CLSID).
A COM class is a body of source code that is an implementation of one or more
COM interfaces. To use a component a client must know the CLSID of a compo
nent and the UUID of the interface it wishes to use.

COM provides the infrastructure for clients to make use of components in a
completely transparent fashion. COM intercepts the request made by a client and
forwards it to the target component. Figure 3.5 illustrates this framework, it shows
how a client of one process can use a component of a different process via COM.

ProcessX ProcessY

Figure 3.5: COM intercepting the request of a client in process X and forwarding
it to the component of process Y
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When a client on one machine (platform) now wishes to make use of a compo
nent on a different machine, DCOM simply replaces the inter-process mechanism
used by COM with a network protocol, depicted in figure 3.6. Communication
between the client and the component is still carried out in a transparent manner.

Process X of Machine A Process Y of Machine B

Figure 3.6: DCOM forwarding the request of a client on Machine A to the com
ponent located on Machine B.

3.3.2 Location and Packaging Transparency

COM architecture allows components to be written independent of the packaging
of the server. A component can be loaded into part of a client's process or ex
ecuted as a separate process on the same machine. DCOM takes this further by
allowing for location transparency, that is, for a component to exist anywhere on
the network and yet still be treated as though it were on the local machine.

Location transparency greatly reduces the complexity and overhead involved
when developing distributed applications. This transparency is achieved with
DCOM Object RPC (ORPC), an extension of DCE RPC [34]. ORPC extends
RPC by including an object reference data type and adds a parameter to each call
for a target object.

When a client requests a COM class factory (responsible for creating instances
of COM classes and providing references) for a remote object, the local Service
Control Manager (SCM), responsible for looking up the CLSID of components,
contacts the SCM on the remote machine. The remote SCM then locates and
launches the server and returns an RPC connection to the requested class factory
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provided by the server. A proxy is created for the client and the continues as in
the non-distributed case.

3.3.3 Security

Extending COM to be used over a network introduces several security problems.
Components are now accessible to anyone with a connection to the network. This
problem could be dealt with in one of two ways:

- Building security mechanisms into each application.

-, Providing security support from within the distributed platform.

The first approach is fraught with problems: Each application would have to
maintain a database of usemames and passwords, users would have to identify
themselves based upon a logon method that could change frequently and pass
words may have to be sent back and fourth on the network.

The second approach is adopted by DCOM in that security mechanisms are
built into it. Security is provided on two levels:

- Security by configuration: DCOM hides the security requirements of a
component and in doing so provides transparent security without any security
specific coding in the client or the component. This is achieved by allowing
developers of components to configure Access Control Lists (ACL). The
ACLs stored by DCOM define the rights that users or groups of users have
to certain components of a certain class.

Whenever a client makes a request on a component, DCOM will attach the
username of theprocess responsible for the client. The underlying operating
system will ensure that the user's credentials are authentic; DCOM will then
pass these details to the machine where the component is located. DCOM
will assess the details against the ACL, if the details are accommodated
for the client will be allowed to access the component. This mechanism is
completely transparent to the client and the component.

- Security by programmatic control: To achieve finer levels of security
granularity, DCOM methods can control authorisation of individual method
invocations.
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Prior to the advent of DCOM, COM servers were limited to a form of threading
known as apartment model threading. This model limited each COM component
to be accessed only by the thread that created it. The absence of multithreading
severely limited performance and had a great impact on the scalability of dis
tributed object systems.

DCOM brought with it a new multithreading model: the free-threading model.
This model allows each incoming object invocation to be handled by a separate
thread, thereby allowing multiple incoming calls to be dispatched on a single ob
ject at the same time in different threads.

3.3.5 Scalability

DCOM provides several features that accommodate the needs of dynamic net
works:

- Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP): Within the scope of the free-threading.
model, DCOM manages a thread pool for incoming requests. On a multi
processor machine, this means the thread pool is optimised to the number
of available processors. DCOM however, protects the developers from the
complex details thread management.

- Flexible Deployment: DCOM's location independence of components al
lows developers of an application to easily distribute its components over
several computers, in doing so, offering an easier and less expensive route
to scalability.

3.4 Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI)

The Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) model brings distributed computing
to all heterogeneous environments that implement the Java Virtual Machine. Like
CORBA and DCOM, RMI hides the details of an object's location and complexity
to clients requesting service. Unlike CORBA and DCOM though, RMI is not
limited to ensuring that the functionality of an object is something that should be
supported by all platforms. RMI takes full advantage of the rich features offered
by the Java programming language.

In this section we will analyse the RMI architecture and discuss in length the
features offered by this technology.
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RMI allows clients to use objects in the network as though they were on the local
machine. The details of where the object is located and how it is accessed are
hidden from the client. Figure 3.7 depicts the mode of interaction between a
client and an object from the client's point of view.

ClientSide ServerSide

(I Interlace 8-8lmplementatlonlJ
Figure 3.7: Invoking a method of an object from a client's point of view.

As with similar technologies, RMI requires that objects are to be defined via
an interface. An RMI interface is exactly the same as an interface in the Java
programming language. There is no type mapping required in RMI. This means
that where other technologies are limited to passing basic types to one another;
RMI components easily exchange any of the classes supported in Java. For ex
ample, the Hashtable class could easily be passed as an argument to a method of
an object; in another technology this would require breaking down the Hashtable,
sending each data type across and then rebuilding the Hashtable on the remote
server.

Once an interface has been prepared for an object it is processed by an RMI
compiler to produce two components: the stub and skeleton. The stub is to be
used on the client side and the skeleton on the object's side (server). The stub and
skeleton are similar to those of CORBA (Section 3.2.2) in that the stub acts as a
proxy to the skeleton and the skeleton a proxy to the method of the object

Figure 3.8 shows the RMI model in which three core layers are depicted. A
remote method invocation from a client travels down through the layers to the
transport layer and then up to the server.

3.4.2 The Stub/Skeleton Layer

This layer acts as an interface between the application and the rest of the RMI
system. The stub resides on the client. Responsibilities of the stub are:

- To initiate a call to the target remote object (by calling the remote reference
layer).

- Preparing serialized objects to be transmitted (Marshalling them to a mar
shal stream).
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I Client (Interface) I Server (Implementation)
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Stub Skeleton

Remote Reference Remote Reference

Transport Layer (TCP/IP Connection)

Figure 3.8: RMI Architecture.

- Unmarshalling objects from a marshal stream.

- Informing the remote reference when a call is complete.

The ske.leton resides on the server and is mainly responsible for dispatching
calls to the actual remote object implementation. Other responsibilities include:

- Marshalling and Unmarshalling objects.

- Constructing the call to the remote object.

3.4.3 The Remote Reference Layer

The remote reference layer handles references to remote objects and is primarily
responsible for handling the semantics of an invocation. For example, it is respon
sible for determining whether the target object resides on a single server or is a
replicated object requiring communication with several locations.

It consists of two components: the client-side and server-side component.
These two components perform specific remote reference semantics during each
method invocation. The client-side component contains information specific to
the server and communicates with the server-side component by making use of
the transport layer. The server-side component implements the specific remote
reference semantics prior to delivering a remote method invocation to the skele
ton.
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The transport layer deals with all forms of communication between clients and
servers. It is responsible for the following tasks:

- Initiating and managing connections to and from remote servers.

- Maintaining a table of remote objects that reside in the address space.

- Finding the dispatcher associated with a remote call and passing the con
nection to the dispatcher.

3.4.5 Locating Objects

When objects become active they make methods available for invocation by reg
istering themselves with a central object referred to as the RMI Registry Clients
check for the availability of certain objects by querying the RMI Registry. In
providing the service of a name repository, the RMI Registry acts as a central
management point for the RMI architecture. .

3.4.6 Advantages of RMI

In seamlessly integrating with the Java programming language, RMI simplifies
the task of distributed programming in heterogeneous environments. In addition
to this RMI provides the following advantages:

- Distributed Garbage Collection: When objects are no longer being ref
erenced on the network, RMI makes use of a distributed garbage collector
to collect the object, similar to the mechanism used within the Java Virtual
Machine.

- Parallel Computing: Like DCOM, RMI uses multi-threading to optimise
on concurrent processing of client requests.

- Mobile Class Implementations: RMI can move class implementations
from client to server and vice versa.

- Write Once, Run Anywhere: RMI was designed to meet the same stan
dards as Java when portability is concerned. An RMI based system is com
pletely portable to any Java Virtual Machine.
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In this chapter we have reviewed several technologies used to overcome the het
erogeneous problems raised when sharing information (or objects) in distributed
networking environments. In overcoming these problems these technologies are
essentially promoting interoperability.

All three technologies made use of interfaces to define and describe the ser
vices available by components in the system. Compilers analyse the interfaces
and produce client-side stubs and server-side skeletons. CORBA takes this aspect
further and provides an alternative to using interfaces through the use of dynamic
invocation.

Aldrich et al [1] views the techniques implemented by some of these technolo
gies so as to accommodate heterogeneity as being too complex or difficult to use.
They propose a framework in which the creation of robust distributed systems are
easier to implement: The Java Environment for Distributed Invocation (JEDI).

Regardless of the inherent complexity, this chapter has reviewed the consid
erable effort in the distributed networking community to resolve the issue of het
erogeneity in distributed networking systems. Although security per se has not
been addressed, this chapter serves as important background for chapter 7, where
facilities to accommodate integrity will be added to the spa model.
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Name Resolution

'errare humanum est'

- to err is human
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In chapter 9 we will introduce a new module to the spa model: The Directory
Service Module (DSM). Section 9.2.4 will explain that the purpose of the DSM
is to provide for easier management of spas. The DSM introduces a process that
allows spas to be located quickly and efficiently by a user or site knowing only
the SPOs name and its originating site (the site it was created on). The DSM
module is said to be providing a name resolution service.

In this chapter we examine some of the more prevalent name resolution tech
nologies that were considered when developing the DSM. We discuss the history
of each technology and examine how each technology operates.

4.2 The Domain Name System

In order for users of a network to share and access information they must be able
to find one another. By assigning names to the machines that users are trying to
locate, users now have the option of locating a machine by its name instead of its.
sometimes cumbersome network address. The process of determining the network
address of a name associated with a particular machine (finding a machine) is
called name resolution.

When the Internet was still in its infancy there were very few machines active
on it. Name resolution was a relatively simple process which revolved around
a central name server located at Stanford University. Administrators of name
servers around the world would download a file (hosts. txt) from the central server
and use it to update their own name server file (usually fete/hosts). hosts.txt was
a simple flat file which listed the names and IP addresses of machines currently
on the Internet. The Domain Name System (DNS) was devised with hierarchy in
mind but due to the inherent nature of flat files, the single hosts. txt file made it
almost impossible. With the Internet on the verge of massive exponential growth,
this system was a disaster waiting to happen.

DNS is now the naming scheme used in the Internet and no longer revolves
around one single name server. Instead, naming information is distributed over a
large set of sites across the Internet. When a user wishes to resolve a name to an
IP address the user becomes a client of this potentially large naming system. A
client of this system sends a resolution request to a name server. If the name server
has the IP address of the name it will reply to the client immediately. If the name
server does not have the address it will temporarily become a client to another
name server. This process is repeated until a server is found that can answer the
request.

In this section we discuss Domain Name System and the techniques used by
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it in order to resolve names to IP addresses. For a more detailed analysis of DNS
readers are referred to [22, 36, 41].

4.2.1 Domain Name Hierarchy Structure

Each computer name in the DNS system is defined by a set of characters separated
by periods. For example, a machine in the Rand Afrikaans University (RAU)
would have the name:

eclab.rau.ac.za

Domain names are hierarchical. The most significant part of the name is on the
right, referred to as the top-level of the DNS. Table 4.1 lists the possible top-level
domains.

Domain Name Assigned To
com Commercial organisation
edu Educational institution
gov Government organisation
mil Military group
net Major network support center
org Organisation other than those above
arpa Temporary ARPA domain
int International organisation
country code (za, it. ..) A country

Table 4.1: Possible top-level domain names (adapted from [11]).

Once an organisation has been assigned a top-level domain, this suffix is then
reserved for the organisation. Once again, we consider Rand Afrikaans University.
It is an academic institution based in South Africa and so falls under the ac.za
top-level domain. Once the Internet authority responsible for domain names has
registered RAU's domain (rau.ac.za) it is reserved solely for RAU and no other
organisation will be assigned the same suffix.

If RAU wishes to run a network using the rau.ac.za domain, it must setup its
own name server in order to address name resolution requests for machines within
its network. One of the benefits of DNS is that its hierarchy system allows an
organisation to be completely autonomous in naming machines that arc assigned
to its domain. If RAU now wishes to assign a name to the Computer Science
Department it can assign a machine in the department the name cs.rau.ac.za.
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If the Computer Science wishes to be responsible for naming machines within
their department, they can setup a name server on cs.rau.ac.za. The administrators
of rau.ac.za do not need to be informed if the Computer Science Department
wishes to add machine names to the cs.rau.ac.za domain. Figure 4.1 depicts the
layout of the name servers and management of these name servers within RAU.

root server

RAU name server

CS Department __
name server

Figure 4.1: Illustration of management of DNS name servers within RAU.

An institution with a domain is free to run their name servers as they see fit.
They could run one central name server for the entire network, or as depicted in
figure 4.1, they can run multiple name servers each responsible for their assigned
domain of the network.

4.2.2 Locality of Reference

This principle of locality of reference is applicable to DNS in two ways:

1. Users tend to request the name resolution of local computers more often
than remote computers.

2. Users tend to look up the same set of domain names repeatedly.

Since DNS will obey the locality of reference principle it is best to have mul
tiple name servers in institutions with large networks. Each group of a network is
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assigned a name server to handle the requests for that group. Not only is the task
of administration made easier but multiple servers help to balance the load on the
network by reducing bottlenecks that may occur with one central name server.

4.2.3 Name Resolution

Name resolution is the process of translating a domain name into an associated
IP address. When a client wishes to resolve a name a DNS request is sent to its
local domain name server. If the name to be resolved is within the local group of
the name server, that is a name of which the name server is an authority, the name
server will look up the name in its database and reply directly.

When a name server is sent a request to resolve a name of which it is not
an authority, the name server temporarily becomes a client of the domain name
system. A name server will not necessarily know the location of a server which
is the authority of a name, but will always the know the location of a root server
which can point it to the proper name server. Once a server has been found which
is the authority for a name, the reply of that server will be forwarded to the user
making the name resolution request.

4.2.4 DNS Optimisation

Without certain optimisations the Domain Name System would be incredibly in
efficient. It is not feasible for a root server to address a query every single time a
user makes a request to a name server to resolve a name of which the name server
is not an authority. With this in mind there are two major optimisations in the
Domain Name System:

- Replication: each root server is duplicated. Name servers around the world
are configured with a list of these duplicated root servers. Name servers are
then able to use root servers which are the closest to them.

- Caching: When a name is resolved, a name server caches the address of
the name so that it does not have to go through the resolution process when
another resolution request for the same name is made.

4.3 The Windows Internet Naming Service

In the previous section we described how the Domain Name System translates
domain names into their associated IP addresses. In this section we again look
at translating names into IP addresses. However, the names being translated are
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1. A useron mail.cs.rau.ac.za sendsa requeset to cs.rau.ac.za to resolvemail.fnb.co.za
2. cs.rau.ac.za is not the authority for this nameand asksthe primaryname serverrau.ac.za to

resolve it
3. rau.ac.za asks the root serverfor the location of the authority of mail.fnb.co.za
4. za informs rau.ac.za that the authorityis fnb.co.za
5. rau.ac.za asks fnb.co.za whatthe IP address is for mail.fnb.co.za
6. fnb.co.za is the authority for this address, looks it up, and replies with the IP address
7. rau.ac.za forwards this reply to cs.rau.ac.za
8. cs.rau.ac.za forwards this reply to mail.cs.rau.ac.za

Figure 4.2: Steps taken by a name server to resolve a name of which it is not an
authority.

no longer domain names but rather NetBIOS names [17]. Using the Windows
Internet Naming Service (WINS) [25], users are able to efficiently translate the
NetBIOS name of a machine to its associated IP address.

We begin this section by introducing NetBIOS and discussing how names were
resolved before the introduction of WINS.

4.3.1 NetBIOS

The NetBIOS infrastructure is a session-level interface that is used by applications
to communicate over NetBIOS compatible transports. NetBIOS names are used
to identify resources on a network. They are 16 characters in length and are flat,
meaning they are unique. No two machines in a network may have the same
NetBIOS name.

Name resolution in a NetBIOS network has traditionally been broadcast-based.
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When a machine boots or a user logs onto a machine it will attempt to register its
NetBIOS name. The machine will broadcast its registration request to all nodes
on the local network. This registration request gives a machine with the same Net
BIOS name an opportunity to deny the registration. If no objections are received
the machine will assume it has permission to register and use the NetBIOS name.
This form of broadcast-based name resolution presents several problems:

1. Machines on the local network may communicate with one another but not
with machines across routers (outside of the local network).

2. This system generates high broadcast traffic.

3. Every machine on the network must examine each broadcast packet, hence
consuming resources on each machine.

While the broadcast-based name resolution works well in a small local net
work, it will not work as the network grows steadily into a WAN or large LAN
since it will experience bandwidth problems and upon introducing routers it will
become inoperable.

4.3.2 LMHOSTS File

To help alleviate the problems with NetBIOS name resolution the LMHOSTS file
was introduced. This file is similar to the hosts file used by DNS except that it
maps NetBIOS names to IP addresses. With the introduction of the LMHOSTS
file, users could now resolve the NetBIOS names of machines on the network
that could not respond to broadcast queries. Name resolution was now a two step
process:

1. Broadcast a query for name resolution on the network. If a reply is received
the name has been resolved. If no reply is received, proceed to step 2.

2. Lookup the NetBIOS name in the LMHOSTS file. If the name can not be
found, the name can not be resolved.

Although the LMHOSTS file does overcome some problems in broadcast
based name resolution, it is still limited. Its greatest limitation is that it is a static
file. hence, any IP address changes made to a NetBIOS name have to be manu
ally updated in the LMHOSTS file. Although this may be acceptable in a small
network of 5 machines, this becomes a monumental task in a network of 5,000
machines. One could introduce a central LMHOSTS file that machines could
update their local LMHOSTS file from, but this essentially reintroduces the prob
lems discussed in section 4.2. This problem is exacerbated by the introduction
of the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) which dynamically assigns
IPs to machines upon request.
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Although the introduction of the LMHOSTS file addressed the problem of resolv
ing names across routers, the name resolution system was still broadcast-based.
The system still brought on high bandwidth consumption with broadcast traffic
and the unacceptable usage of resources on machines analysing each broadcast
packet. The introduction of WINS addressed the broadcast-based issue. WINS
provides a distributed database for registering and querying dynamic NetBIOS
names to IP address mapping in a network environment. It implements a proto
col that allows registration and resolution of names in a network through unicast
datagrams to NetBIOS name servers.

WINS is a client/server architecture. A WINS server is responsible for:

- Handling name registrations from WINS clients.

- Responding to name queries from WINS clients by returning the IP address
of queried name.

- Replicating the WINS database with other WINS servers.

When a WINS clientjoins a network it will register its name with its associated
WINS server. A client will use this associated WINS server to perform lookups
on names it needs to be resolved.

4.3.4 Name Resolution

Figure 4.3 depicts a network consisting of three client machines, two WINS servers
and separated by one router. A client will first attempt to find a resolved name in
its local database (cache) before sending a resolution request through to a WINS
server. If client B tried to resolve the name ofclient C the following process would
occur:

1. Check cache for name in case there was a previous lookup.

2. Query the WINS server A for the name of client C.

3. WINS server A will then check its database for client C.

It may be the case that WINS server A does not find an entry for client C. This
will occur if replication of the database on WINS server B has not yet occurred. In
this case, the name can not be resolved until replication takes place. If a negative
response from WINS server A is received client B will broadcast a name query
request. If this is not successful B will then attempt to lookup the name from its
LMHOSTS file.
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router

Replication

Figure 4.3: A network using WINS servers.

4.3.5 Replication

In replicating, a WINS server that has the address of a name on its part of the
network will share this information with another WINS server on a different part
of the network. This information must be available on any WINS server on the
network in order for the name to be successfully resolved by any machine on the
network. Replicating this information helps increase availability and balance the
load on a network.

Replication in WINS is a process performed through partnership of WINS
servers. Each WINS server is assigned another WINS server with which it is
to replicate. This will ensure that a name registered on one WINS server will
eventually replicate to all WINS servers on the network. WINS server replication
partners enter into a push/pull relationship. A pull partner requests new database
entries from its partner and a push partner sends update notification messages.

4.4 The Service Location Protocol

The previous two sections examine two different methods of name resolution.
That is, they discuss different technologies employed in finding machines by their
names. In this section we look at an alternative means of finding machines. The
Service Location Protocol (SLP) [50] eliminates the need for users to remember
the names of the machines they want to make use of. Instead users specify the
name of the service they require and a few additional attributes that describe the
service. The service location protocol will then bind this description to the net
work address of this service. Using this protocol, users are no longer bound by
the static configuration of network services for network based applications.

SLP is not intended to address resolution in networks the likes of the internet
but rather to function in enterprise networks with shared services. SLP has several
components:
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Figure 4.4: Service Location Protocol configuration.

- User Agent (VA) - The UA retrieves information from SAs or DAs to ac
quire service attributes on the users behalf.

- Service Agent (SA) - The SA advertises service information on behalf of
one or more services.

- Service Information - A collection of attributes and configuration informa
tion associated with a single service.

- Service - A process or resource that provides a particular facility to the
network.

- Directory Agent (DA) - A resource which collects service information from
Service Agents in order to act as a central directory to accommodate the
requests of user agents.

A service will register its services with a Directory Agent. A Client will make
contact with the Directory Agent (via its User Agent) when looking for particular
services. Clients either have the location of the Directory Agent preconfigured or
can issue queries to the Directory Agent Discovery multicast address. If a User
Agent can not satisfy a request through its associated Directory Agent or if it
does not have an associated DA (typical in smaller networks), the User Agent will
resort to a second method of service lookup. The User Agent multicasts a request
to the service-specific multicast address, to which the service it wishes to locate
will respond.
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We have reviewed several approaches to name resolution in this chapter. Section
4.4 offers an alternative to name resolution: SLP, a technology which essentially
offers service resolution. That is, the process of finding machines by the service
provided rather than the name used.

Although one of the primary goals of providing name services is to distribute
the information so that it is easily accessible to all that require it, name services al
low users to find and and make use of machines on a network easily. Users should
not have to remember cumbersome network addresses such as 192.168.0.16.

Through an evolutionary process, name service technologies discussed in this
chapter have eventually provided the service of making it easy to find machines
on a network in as efficient a way as possible.

In the next chapter we discuss objects and object-oriented databases before
presenting the Self Protecting Object model in chapter 6.



Chapter 5

Objects and Object-Oriented
Databases

'cogito ergo sum'

- I think, therefore I exist
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5.1 Introduction

Having analysed federated databases, interoperability and name resolution issues
in previous chapters, this chapter serves as further background to the SPO model
discussed in chapter 6.

We begin this chapter by introducing the concept of objects and object-oriented
programming. Upon discussing each of the principles involved in object-oriented
programming we move on to discuss object-oriented databases.

5.2 Object-Oriented Programming

Approximately thirty years ago, Simula-67 pioneered a form of programming we
know today as object-oriented programming (OOP). OOP is based on four im
portant principles: Abstraction, Encapsulation, Inheritance, Polymorphism. This
form of programming allows us to represent data in the form of objects. A class
provides a definition of what an object looks like, once instantiated it is an object
which holds data. Rob et al [38] define an object as an abstract representation of·
a real-world entity that has a unique identity, embedded properties, and the ability
to interact with other objects and itself.

5.2.1 Abstraction

Data abstraction is the process whereby the insignificant details of an object are
put aside and only the relevant details are stored. As an example, consider a
mobile phone. Manufacturers of a mobile phone would keep records of its serial
number, where it was manufactured, the manufacturing price and how much it was
sold for. A user of a mobile phone on the other hand would be more interested in
the phone book stored on the phone, its number and certain features that it offers.
Each party associated with the mobile phone has therefore only stored or noted
the data that is necessary to it. This process is referred to as abstraction; it is the
first step when designing an object.

5.2.2 Encapsulation

Encapsulation concerns itself with the practical design of an object, it allows a
programmer to clearly specify the nature of the data and the methods manipulating
the data in an object. It defines an object in the form of a class and allows for
information hiding and access control mechanisms. A class can be defined as the
grouping of data and the methods that manipulate it. Let us once again consider
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the mobile phone example. The phone has two properties we are interested in, the
telephone number and serial number:

String telephoneNumber;
String serialNumber;

These two variables can be represented as fields of an object. Assume that
anyone using the phone may retrieve the telephone number of the phone, but can
not have access to the serial number since it is a property only accessible by other
components of the mobile phone. There are several ways to approach the design
of the mobile phone class. On one hand we can make the telephone number
field accessible directly, in which case it is subject to being changed by anyone.
This can be achieved by making the telephone number field public. Alternatively
we can make the telephone number field private, allowing it only to be used by
methods of the object. We adopt the hitter approach:

class MobilePhone

private String telephoneNumber;
private String serialNumber;

MobilePhone(String tnum, String snum)
{

telephoneNumber = tnum;
serialNumber = snum;

public String getTelephoneNumber()
{

return telephoneNumber;

The telephoneNumber field is only accessible via the getTelephoneNumber
method, serialNumber is present in the class but is only accessible through meth
ods defined in the object. Access control mechanisms have been implemented and
information hiding has been achieved.

The code above introduces the concept of the constructor of an object. The
constructor of an object is a special method which is used to instantiate or create
the object. When an object is instantiated, its constructor method will be executed.
In this case, the constructor of MobilePhone accepts two arguments, tnum and
snum of the type String. An example of an object being instantiated from the
MobilePhone class is as follows:
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MobilePhone aNewPhone =

new MobilePhone("27837708237","NOKIA-6110-9239");

5.2.3 Inheritance

When a class can be derived or made up of another class, OOP allows for this class
to inherit the data structures and methods of this class, referred to as the parent
class. This concept is best illustrated in terms of a hierarchy, as shown below in
figure 5.1.

Phone

~
Analog Digital

~
Cellular

I
Wapenabled

Satellite

Figure 5.1: An illustration of inheritance through the phone hierarchy.

5.2.4 Polymorphism

In Java there are two forms of polymorphism: overloading and overriding. Over
loading is essentially using the same name to refer to different methods. For
example, the method setTelephoneNumber can be implemented in two different
ways whilst still using the same name:

public void setTelephoneNumber(String tnum);
public void setTelephoneNumber(String tnum, String snum);

The first method accepts only a new string to set the telephone number, how
ever, the second method requires the telephone number and the model number of
the phone to be changed.

The second form of polymorphism is sometimes referred to as true polymor
phism. This form of polymorphism allows classes to override the methods inher
ited from parent classes. As an example, consider once again the method setTele
phoneNumber of the MobilePhone class. Let us assume we have created an addi
tional class called WapMobilePhone, it extends the MobilePhone class and there
fore inherits all of its methods. We now want to extend the setTelephoneNumber
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method to alert the user that the telephone number has been changed in addition
to actually changing the number.

class WapMobilePhone extends MobilePhone
{

WapMobilePhone()
{

}

//overriding method
pUblic void setTelephoneNumber(String tnum)
{

super.setTelephoneNumber(tnum) ;
System. out .println ("Number changed to "+tnum);

The super keyword refers to the parent class of the current class, this allows .
the current method to call the method of the parent class it is extending, thus
ensuring that the task it originally performs is still executed.

5.3 Object-Oriented Databases

There is currently no formal standard that defines exactly what an 00 database
is. This is partly due to the lack of a strong theoretical foundation. The Object
Oriented Database System Manifesto [2] makes an attempt to at least describe
the main features and characteristics required in order for a system to qualify as
an object-oriented database system (OODBS). The features are divided into three
sections.

The first section consists of thirteen golden rules or commandments:

1. Thou shalt support complex objects - The system must support construction
of objects from existing objects.

2. Thou shalt support object identity - An object's identity must be indepen
dent of its state.

3. Thou shalt encapsulate thine objects - Objects must be encapsulated.

4. Thou shalt support types or classes - The system must support types or
classes.
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5. Thine classes or types shalt inherit from their ancestors - The system must
support inheritance.

6. Thou shalt not bind prematurely - The system must support late binding.

7. Thou shalt be computationally complete - The system must be computation
ally complete.

8. Thou shalt be extensible - The system must be extensible.

9. Thou shalt remember thy data - The system must implement persistence.

10. Thou shalt manage very large databases - The system must have secondary
storage management.

11. Thou shalt accept concurrent users - The system must support handling
multiple users concurrently.

12. Thou shalt recover from hardware and software failures - Upon failure, the
system must bring itself back to some coherent state of the data.

13. Thou shalt have a simple way of querying data - Data querying must be
simple.

The second and third section are optional features. They include multiple
inheritance, type checking, distribution, design transactions, versions etcetera.
Atkinson et al [2] emphasise that they make no attempt to assess the state of the
art on OODBS technology, the paper merely proposes a set of definitions. Their
proposal is put forth to be debated, critiqued and analyzed by the scientific com
munity. To emphasise this further, an additional golden rule is introduced: Thou
shalt question the golden rules.

5.4 Conclusion

This chapter hasreviewed object-oriented programming, object-oriented databases
and the principles involved. When combined with previous chapters we are satis
fied that sufficient background has been provided so as to introduce and analyse
the Self Protecting Object model in the following chapter.
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Self Protecting Objects

'possunt quiaposse videntur'

- they can because they seem able to
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As discussed previously in chapter 2,a federated database is a distributed database
in which the participating sites have a high degree of autonomy. In being fairly
autonomous, the sites may implement and enforce their own security policies in
addition to the security policy of the federated database. Sites want to protect
their data, they want to have complete control over the objects they share and the
information therein.

Whilst these objects are located at their originating sites, this notion is feasible
since the security policy of the site will prohibit any unauthorised or illegal usage
of objects. This is not the case when an object is relocated from its originating
site toa remote site in the federated database. How can the security policy of the
originating site be implemented at a site that may not even respect or implement
the security policy at all?

Olivier [32] proposes a model in which this can be achieved. The concept of
a Self Protecting Object (Spa) is introduced and the architecture within which
it operates is explained. The SPO model ensures that the originating site secu
rity policy of an spa will be implemented and respected when an SPO is used, .
regardless of its location.

This chapter will provide an overview of the spa model proposed by Olivier,
beginning with a discussion in section 6.2 as to what the entire model consists of,
moving on to section 6.3 which will serve as an example so as to better understand
the SPO model. This chapter is then finalised by a detailed analysis of the core
layer that makes up the SPO model.

6.2 The SPO Model

The SPO model assumes that all data in the federated database is represented in
the form of objects.

The model is based on a core layer, implemented at each participating site
in the federated database. This core is referred to as the Trusted Common Core
(TCC). Olivier [32] points out that it is not necessary for the TCCs implemented in
the federated database to be exactly equal, as long as they are at least equivalent.
The model therefore allows for slight heterogeneity, but sites participating in the
SPO model are otherwise homogeneous.

One of the tasks the TCC is responsible for, is the implementation of the fed
eral security policy. The federal security policy can be said to be a general security
policy which applies to all sites participating in the federated database. In addi
tion to this task, the TCC ensures that the security policy of each site participating
in the federated database is implemented and respected. This is achieved with
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an additional two components: Trusted Extensions (TE) and the Trusted Local
Extension (TLE).

The TE component is attached to an SPO and will ensure that anything specific
to an SPO, as outlined in the originating sites security policy, will be implemented.
The TLE component, which is always found at the originating site of an SPO,
assists the TE of an SPO in implementing the site security policy.

If the TCC is implemented at each site participating in the federated database,
with the TE and TLE component, Olivier [32] shows that the security policy of
each site will be implemented and respected at all sites in the federated database.
An SPO can thus be moved from its originating site to a remote site and used. If
the TCC is implemented at the site it has been moved to, the SPO model assures us
that the security policy of the SPOs originating site will always be implemented
whenever it is used. In the next section, we provide an example so as to better
understand what takes place within the SPO model.

6.3 Example

Suppose a doctor's office (AOFFICE) is part of a federated database in which the
SPO model is being implemented. AOFFICE is willing to share information of
patients only to a few authorised sites participating in the federated database (with
the permission of the patient).

AOFFICE does not want any of the sites to modify any patient data unless they
are part of the ADMINISTRATORS group specified at AOFFICE. In order to do
this, the System Security Officer (SSO) of AOFFICE must append the necessary
code to the TE that is associated with the patient SPO. This can be done in the
form of methods. For example, the ExitlfNotAdministrator method could be
added to the SetAge method of the patient SPO.

Olivier [32] emphasises that it is not the responsibility of the database pro
grammer to include these associations with the TE, it is a task which must be
performed by the SSO.

Consider a patient named Delia, she has been to see the doctor at AOFFICE
which has resulted in a file being opened for her, or in this case, an SPO has been
created. DELIA is therefore an SPO which has originated from AOFFICE, it is
now available to authorised members of the federated database, but can only be
edited if the editor belongs to the ADMINISTRATORS group defined at AOF
FlCE.

BOFFICE has requested to have DELIA moved to it. The request is successful
and so DELIA is moved to BOFFICE. If a method of DELIA is accessed which
requires some form of authorisation from its originating site, the TCC of BOF
FlCE will arrange this by communicating with the TLE of AOFFICE. Figure 6.1
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shows the steps taken when a user in BOFFICE attempts to execute the SetAge
method of DELIA.

r AOFFICE BOFFICE

r--

~~sf TLE f+- ]46-l-

DELIA TLE

1 [
'{ TE Jl

TCC +-- 3 TCC

Federated Database

,1, A user (Doclor. Doe) requests to use the SetAge method of DELIA.
2. The TCC encounters the ExitlfNotAdministrator method and so the request is delayed

until the TCC can obtain authorisation from the DELIA's TLE.
3. A message is sent to the TLE of AOFFICE (via the TCC) asking whether Doctor. Doe of

BOFFICE is a member of Administrator.
4. Once the TCC of AFFICE has forwarded the request to the TLE, the TLE processes the

message.
5. The TLE finds that Doctor. Doe is indeed a member of the Administrator group and sends a

message to its TCC to reply to BOFFICE.
6. The message from the TLE is sent to the TCC of BOFFICE.
7. Since the request has been authorised, the TCC of BOFFICE allows Doctor. Doe to execute

the SetAge method.

Figure 6.1: An example of the steps taken to obtain authorisation from the TLE
of an originating site.

6.4 TheTCC

Olivier [33] presents a prototype for the SPO model, included is a design pro
posal for a modular TCC. The TCC proposed consists of nine modules of which
almost all are for the exclusive internal use of the TCC. The functionality of these
modules range from locating and relocating objects to performing access control
checks. The three primary modules are: the Message Handler (MH), the relocator
and the Security Information Broker (SIB). These modules essentially make use
of three service modules: the Memory Access Module (MAM), the Method Inter
pretation Module (MIM) and the Object Packing Module (OPM). The remaining
modules are not only intended for internal usage of the TCC but also through
application software, these modules are the User Interface Handler (UIH), the
External Request Handler (ERH) and the External Request Sender (ERS).

Figure 6.2 illustrates the nine modules and their dependencies one another.
This section briefly analyses each of the modules that make up the TCe.
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Figure 6.2: The nine modules of the TCC.

6.4.1 The User Interface Handler

The urn is designed to receive requests from a user interface. Olivier [33] em
phasises that the UIH does not receive requests directly from the user, but rather
through application software which can consist of several layers. Three types of
requests are accepted:

- Messages: A request to deliver a message to an object in the federation.

- Relocations: Relocation of an object, the site where it should be relocated
to is included.

- New Objects: Provides a new object to be inserted into the federation.

6.4.2 The External Request Handler/Sender

The ERHIERS is responsible for communication amongst the TCCs in the feder
ated database. The ERH and ERS essentially compliment one another in that the
ERS of one TCC will communicate with the ERH of another TCC, and vice versa.
Requests are generated and sent via the ERS of a TCC and accepted through the
ERH. The ERHfERS offer the following services:

- Application Message Delivery: delivery of application messages between
sites.

- TCC Message Delivery: transfers requests to execute TE methods between
sites.

- Retrieve Security Information: Retrieves necessary security information
from the SIB at a site.
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- Get Object: Relocates the requested object from the target site to the re
questing site.

- Send Object: Moves the requested object from the requesting site to the
target site.

6.4.3 The Message Handler

The ~H module uses the MIM module to receive requests to handle application
messages. In addition to this theMlf module handles queries which require TE
access checks.

6.4.4 The Relocator

This module provides a single service, that of relocating an object from one site to
another. In order to move an object from one site to another, the module requires
two parameters, the unique identifier of the object to be moved and the site it is
to be moved to. Section 9.2.4 discusses a module in which a directory service
is implemented. It is this directory service that the relocator module will use to
locate the object that is to be moved.

Once the object has been located the module will make use of the OPM to
pack the object and the ERS module to send it to the target site.

6.4.5 The Security Information Broker

The SIB provides two services:

1. Federal access checking.

2. Addressing security related queries about subjects or messages.

The SIB will implement the federal access policy agreed upon by all sites
participating in the federated database, referred to as the global policy. This is
achieved firstly by checking whether users have the correct authorisation to exe
cute methods (or read/write variables) and secondly by initiating the TE method
associated with the local security policy of the object that is being accessed.

In addition to this, the SIB will address security related queries by making use
of its own local resources or by requesting the information from another site.
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This module ensures that objects to be transferred from one site to another are
prepared for the relocation. In being prepared, the objects are referred to as being
'packed'. The OPM also ensures that objects that have just been transferred to a
site are correctly 'unpacked' and installed on the site.

6.4.7 The Memory Access Module

The MAM assumes responsibility for access to variables, whether it be of read or
write in nature. Access control checks are performed before reading or writing to
any variables.

6.4.8 The Method Interpretation Module

Methods are subjected to interpretation via the MIM, it has access to an array of
operations that constitute the method and is used by the MH module to execute
methods. Operations that access variables or send messages are referred to the·
MHmodule.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have provided an overview of the SPO model proposed by
Olivier [32], it is important to note that throughout the rest of this dissertation
it will be assumed that the reader understands the general workings of the SPO
model. It is for this reason that in illustrations later in the dissertation we do not
find it necessary to depict all facets of the SPO model, for example, the TLE and
TE.

The SPO model provides a framework in which sites participating in a feder
ated database can be certain that the objects they share will be protected regardless
of their location in the federated database. This is achieved by having each site
include a Trusted Common Core which ensures that the federal policy as well as
the policy of each site is implemented when dealing with any object.

The following chapter now proposes several additions to the SPO model so as
to accommodate integrity and allow for the more effective sharing of objects and
information.
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'fortiter in re, sauviter in modo'

- resolutely in action, gently in manner
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In this chapter we define integrity within the scope of the SPO model and propose
a mechanism to ensure that the integrity of an spa is always maintained.

Maintaining database integrity within a federated database can be defined as
the process of ensuring transactions are run to successful completion. A trans
action is an atomic unit of execution [9], which is complete once the sequence
of operations it requires have been performed in entirety. Integrity, in this chap
ter, deals with making certain that a Self Protecting Object (SPO) in a federated
database maintains a consistent, valid state and is not corrupted either accidently
or deliberately. We therefore define integrity as 'a means of ensuring the validity
of an SPO within a federated database environment' .

7.2 Issues of Integrity

In order to implement integrity within an SPO it does not suffice to merely de
termine the need to ensure the validity of it. One must determine exactly which
components of an SPO we wish to deal with and how to deal with them. As
discussed in chapter 6, an SPO is an object which consists of properties and meth
ods. According to the security policy defined for an SPO, some properties may be
changed by authorised users and other properties may not be changed at all.

Since properties are subject to change, it is possible through time for an SPO
to appear completely different to its original self. How can one be assured that a
modified SPO is one which has undergone a series of authorised modifications?

All modifications to an spa must be accounted for, they are either modifi
cations to properties which require authorisation, or they can be modifications
to properties which do not require authorisation. Some may find solace in the
assumption that authorised modifications will not result in compromising the in
tegrity of an SPO, this assumption is false. An authorised modification can poten
tially compromise the integrity of an SPO should the constraints of the property
being altered not be adhered to. Consider, as an example, the number of years
warranty of a motor vehicle object. A constraint on this property can be that this
value is no longer than 5 years and no less than 1 year. User A has obtained
authorisation to modify this property directly and changes it to 15.

The definition of integrity within SPOs states that it is a means of ensuring
the validity of an SPO; the motor vehicle object can no longer be said to be valid
since its warranty property does not conform to the constraint specified. Since it
is no longer valid, it has therefore by definition, lost its integrity.

Several events may lead to compromising the integrity of an spa, from signal
interference on the transfer medium, the accidental modification of a property by
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an authorised user to the malicious intention of an intruder. An integrity model is
proposed in this section as a solution to address these issues.

7.3 Transaction Management

Before the integrity model can be introduced it is imperative to first analyse the
method used in implementing transaction management within the SPO architec
ture. In accordance to the definition of [9], a transaction is a sequence of opera
tions. In order to perform these operations within the SPO architecture one must
indicate the beginning and end of these operations. If all operations have been
successfully completed, the transaction will be committed and its changes saved.

We propose a process of transaction management that is handled by the TCC
at the site where the SPO is currently located. Upon receiving the message that a
new transaction is to begin, the TCC will duplicate the SPO and will perform any
further requests within the associated transaction on the duplicated SPO. Once the
message to end the transaction has been received, providing the transaction was
successful (all operations were completed successfully), the TCC will perform the
following tasks:

1. Generate a hash of the modified SPO.

2. Send the hash and the SPOs Unique Identifier (discussed in the next section)
to the SPO's originating site for storage.

3. Replace the original SPO with the recently modified SPO.

Obviously there are several issues of concurrency which arise when we adopt
this approach of transaction management; this is not within the scope of this text
and will be covered in future research.

7.4 Integrity Model

Since maintaining the integrity ofan SPO can be viewed as the process ofensuring
that the properties of an SPO are modified in the correct manner (according to the
SPO's security policy) and its associated constraints adhered to, we can introduce
levels of integrity as depicted in figure 7.1. The highest level of integrity deals
with the SPO in its entirety. On this level, one can question whether or not a
modified SPO is the same as the original.

In particular, it provides a means of identifying an SPO and ensuring it is in a
valid state reached through a series of modifications which were in accordance to
its security policy.
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Level 1

Level 2
SPO Properties

Constraints Values

Figure 7.1: The integrity model

The second level of integrity deals with the components that make up the SPO,
its properties and their constraints. It ensures that in being modified, the new
values of the properties adhere to its associated constraints.

The first and second level of integrity are discussed further in the following
two sections.

7.5 Level 1 integrity

The focus of the first level of integrity is essentially to ensure that an SPO is what
it claims to be. It ensures that any site can at any time determine if the SPO it is
dealing with (or has just received) is in a valid state. In this section we describe
the framework of this level of integrity. We begin by discussing the initialisation
process each SPO is to undergo before entering the database. We then move on to
discuss how SPOs are validated.

7.5.1 SPO Initialisation

Before an spa can be introduced into a federated database it must first undergo
an initialisation process consisting of three stages, performed by TCC :

- Assigning a unique reference.

- Hashing the SPO.
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The first stage of this process is to assign a Unique Identifier (VI) to the SPO.
The purpose of this UI is to allow each SPO in the federated database to be refer
enced uniquely. An example of a VI can be an unsigned 32 bit integer value.

The second stage of the initialisation process will use a hashing function [37,
43] to create a unique hash of the SPO. The hash and the SPO's VI will be passed
through to a new module primarily responsible for maintaining integrity of the
SPOs located atits site, referred to as the Integrity MOdule (IM).

The Integrity Module will store hashes of SPOs and their VIs, it will respond
to requests for confirmation as to whether or not an SPO has a valid associated
hash. It is a module included in the TLE component.

The third and final stage of the initialisation process ensures that each property
of the SPO has an associated rulelconstraint. This will be discussed further in
section 7.6.

7.5.2 Validating an SPO

Once the SPO has successfully passed through the initialisation process of the
TCC, it will be released into the federated database environment and will be avail
able for use. As discussed earlier, when a transaction is to be performed on an
SPO, the TCC makes a copy of the SPO and the transaction is then performed
on the duplicated SPO. Once the transaction has completed successfully the TCC
will replace the current SPO with the modified SPO.

Upon successful modification, the Tee will then create a new hash of the SPO
and send this hash, with the SPO's VI, to the TLE at the SPO's original site. The
TLE will use the integrity module to lookup and replace the hash belonging to the
SPO with the identifier equal to the one passed from the remote site.

Consider now, an SPO is located at site B, it has originated from site A, and
site e now wishes to use it locally. A request is made to transfer the SPO from
site B to site C, once the request has been authorised, the TCC uses the ERS and
ERH modules to send the SPO from site B to site C. The SPO is now at site C, but
how can the integrity of the SPO be verified?

The relocator module of the TCe will retrieve the VI from the SPO, generate
a hash of the SPO, and send the VI and the hash to the TLE of the SPO's original
site to verify the SPO. The TLE at the original site will use the integrity module
to retrieve the hash for the VI passed to it, then compare the original hash to the
hash it has received. If they are equal, it returns true to the relocator querying it,
if not, false is returned. Upon receiving a false reply from the originating site's
TLE, the relocator can request to have the SPO retransmitted from site B.
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This mechanism ensures that a site will always be able to verify that the spa
it has received is indeed the spa it has requested and is in a valid state, that is, it
has maintained its integrity.

7.6 Level 2 integrity

Ullman [47] describes the role of maintaining integrity as the responsibility of a
collection of routines known as the database manager. The database manager will
ensure that certain kinds of consistency constraints (i.e., required properties of the
data) will be adhered to. In the same respect, the second level of integrity proposed
in this section will ensure that any modifications made to an SPO, whether autho
rised, unauthorised or accidental, will not result in compromising the integrity of
the spa.

As discussed previously, each spa must first undergo an initialisation process
via the TCC before entering the federated database. The third stage of the initiali
sation process performs a series of checks on the SPO to ensure that each property
of the spa has an associated constraint. It does not suffice to merely request that
developers of an spa must perform constraint checks before changing properties
of their object.

The second level of integrity in our model therefore requires that each SPO has
a method named cCheckPROPERTYNAME which defines the constraint for each
property of the SPO concerned. If this method does not exist for each property of
the SPO, the SPO will fail the third stage of the initialisation process and will be
denied entry into the federated database.

Consider, as an example, the need to develop an SPO which models a simple
car. The car has two properties, the colour of the car and the number of people
it can comfortably seat inside. Using the Java programming language, the basic
layout of the code will look as follows:

class Car
{

public String colour;
public int numPeople;

Car ()
{

colour = "white";
numPeople = 4;

}

}
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Upon instantiation this will initialise a car which, by default, will be the colour
white and comfortably seat four people. The colour and numPeople variables
(properties) are both public and are therefore subject to change. In order to be
allowed into the federated database, the class must now implement a method for
each variable may be subjected to change.

Each method must define the constraint of each variable. Before variables are
updated, the Memory Access Module (MAM) will first call the cCheckPROP
ERTYNAME associated with the variable and determine whether the new value
is within the defined constraints for that variable. If the method cCheckPROP
ERTYNAME returns true, the variable in question will then be updated, if false
is returned, the variable will not be updated and the user will be notified that
the proposed modification was not within the constraints of the variable and was
therefore not executed.

In this example, constraints of the variables could be that the colour of the
car can never be set to an empty string, and that the number of people it can
accommodate can never be more than 6 and never less than 2. A typical example
of the code for each method follows:

public boolean cCheckcolour (String c)
{

if (c.equals(""))
return false;

else
return true;

}

public boolean cChecknuffiPeople (int n)
{

if «n > 6) I I (n < 2))
return false;

else
return true;

The cCheckcolour method accepts as a parameter the same data type as the
variable it performs a constraints check on. The accepted parameter will be the
value that the colour variable will be set to, should the method return true. The
method determines if the parameter passed to it is an empty string, if this is the
case the method returns false. If not, the method returns true. This method could
be extended to only allow colours such as green, red, white or blue. Any other
colours, including an empty string, would result in the method returning false.
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Maintaining the integrity of SPOs in a federated database is a significant process
which has received attention in this chapter. Integrity within this scope of study
has been defined and discussed. We have proposed a model for maintaining in
tegrity amongst SPOs within a federated databases. This model consists of two
levels. The first level is concerned with the SPO as a whole, how it can always
be identified and validated, regardless of the number of authorised transactions or
relocations that it may undergo. The second level of the proposed integrity model
deals with maintaining the integrity of the properties within the SPO by ensuring
that, in being modified, they still adhere to their defined constraints.

This model ensures that an SPO in a federated database will remain valid for
as long as it is a part of the federated database and being handled by the Tee. In
the following chapter we introduce the mobile site and the Mobile Self Protecting
Object (MSPO). A mobile site is a site in the federated database that may discon
nect and become unreachable for some time. Whilst being disconnected it may
host certain SPOs (or MSPOs as discussed in the chapter) that are available only
to the mobile site and its user.

Integrity of an MSPO on a mobile site is an issue which requires further anal
ysis since the mechanism used to maintain the integrity of an SPO on a stationary
federated database site can not simply be applied to that of an MSPO on a mo
bile site. The following chapter introduces the MSPO architecture and proposes a
model to ensure that the integrity of MSPOs on mobile sites is maintained.
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8.1 Introduction

The demand for access to information in a database from a mobile environment
is steadily increasing [4, 46]. This trend is applicable to clients in a federated
database requesting access to an SPO from some form of mobile media. It may
not suffice to merely have access to an SPO through the federated database from
a mobile environment since the need may arise to have access to an SPO when
access to the federated database is not feasible. This demand gives rise to a new
form of SPO, the Mobile Self Protecting Object (MSPO).

An MSPO can be defined as an SPO that has been relocated from a site in the
federated database to a mobile site for the exclusive use of the mobile user of that
site upon disconnection. Badrinath et al [4] refer to such clients (sites) as hoard
clients.

, We have defined integrity within SPOs as a means of ensuring the validity
of an SPO within a federated database environment. When we now consider in
tegrity within MSPOs, the definition of integrity remains but the way in which the
integrity of an MSPO is maintained differs.

When an MSPO is once again returned to the federated database from the
mobile media on which it was previously located, how can one be certain that the
MSPO has maintained its integrity? In this chapter we propose a model for the
MSPO architecture; this will lead to a discussion as to how maintaining integrity
within MSPOs can be implemented.

It is essential to note that the mechanism proposed to maintain integrity within
MSPOs is one intended to be implemented in unison with the mechanism pro
posed in the previous chapter.

8.2 MSPO Architecture

We have defined an MSPO as an SPO that has been transferred into a mobile
environment and subsequently removed from the federated database. Before an
SPO can be made mobile, the site requesting the transfer must be authorised to
do so by the TLE of the site where the SPO originated from. The TLE of the
original site will receive a request to make the SPO mobile. The request is much
like that of a transfer request, in that an SPO is being moved from site A to site C.
It differs only in that site C belongs to its parent site B, and site C will eventually
disconnect itself from its parent site and therefore from the federated database.
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8.2.1 Mobile Sites

A mobile site is much like that of a site which is a member of a federated database.
The mobile site is slightly different in that it is a child site to a parent site which in
turn is an official member site of the federated database. Some form of authenti
cation must exist between the mobile child site and its parent site, thus minimising
the risk of an intruder masquerading as the mobile child site.

A mobile site must implement and trust the TCC; therefore as is the case with
member sites of the federated database, a mobile site can only use an spa through
the TCe. This level of trust is essential. An spa can not be moved to a site where
the TCC is not trusted or not implemented completely. In our proposed model, a
mobile site can only have one parent site and can only connect to the federated
database via this parent site. Figure 8.1 illustrates the mobile site architecture.

SiteA

Federated Database

Figure 8.1: The mobile site model

8.2.2 Relocation

Relocating an spa to a mobile site is similar to a normal transfer request from
a member site to move an spa from site A to itself. Since a mobile site is not
a complete member of the federated database, it will have its parent site make
the request on behalf of itself. As is the case with transfer requests of an spa
in a federated database, the request to move an SPO to a mobile site must be
authorised. When moving an spa to a mobile site, authorisation must be gained
from the SPO's originating site.

A request to move an spa from site A to site C, assuming site C is a mobile
site belonging to site B, would have the TCC include this information in its request
to the TLE of the SPOs home site. Upon authorisation, the TLE will then perform
several tasks which are essential to maintaining the integrity of the soon to be
MSPO:
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- Keep record that the SPO has been moved to the mobile site C, a child site
of the member site B.

- Create a duplicate of the SPO and save it locally.

- Create and store hashes of all the values in the SPO that require authorisa-
tion to be modified.

- Create and store a hash of the entire SPO.

Figure 8.2 illustrates the flow of operations necessary in order to move an SPO
from site A to mobile site C.

B COperation A

Move SPO X from site A to
mobile site C

- B requests authorisation, on
~ ,..

behalf of C, from parent site A '"
..,

to have the spa relocated to it.

- A grants authorisation. ,..
"- ,

- A makes a copy of the
spa before it is moved to C.

. - A moves the spa to C.
..
r

Figure 8.2: An illustration of the steps taken to move an SPO originating from
and located at site A, to mobile site C of site B.

If the mobile site that an SPO has been relocated to is still active, in that it has
not yet been disconnected from the federated database, the SPO can still be used
normally.

8.2.3 Removal from the federated database

The fact that a site is mobile means that it will eventually become unavailable, in
that it will disconnect itself from the federated database. Before a mobile site can
disconnect from the federated database (its parent site), it must request authorisa
tion from its parent site. If an MSPO that the mobile site is hosting is currently in
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use, the request to disconnect the site will be denied. Once the request has been
authorised, the mobile site is then free to disconnect. The parent site will then in
form the originating sites of the MSPOs hosted by the mobile site that the MSPOs
have been disconnected from the federated database.

Having been disconnected from the database, an SPO is no longer available
for modification in the federated database until it has been reintroduced into the
system. However, if necessary, it is possible for sites to retrieve data from the du
plicated SPOs as long as the sites retrieving the data understand that the SPOs are
currently active elsewhere, hence, the data may not be valid. We do not analyse the
concurrency issues involved when an SPO becomes mobile and is disconnected
from the federated database; this is not within the scope of this dissertation and
will be covered in future research.

Upon disconnection of a mobile site from the federated database, a timer on
the parent site will be associated with the length of time that the mobile site has
been disconnected. If the timer exceeds a predefined threshold, the mobile site
and the MSPOs it was hosting will be considered lost and the duplicate SPOs will
be introduced into the federated database from each SPO's originating site.

This rollback policy will ensure that any MSPO that has been lost while dis
connected from the federated database will be reintroduced into the database in
its most recent consistent state.

Since a mobile site may disconnect without prior warning, and therefore with
out authorisation, a site hosting the mobile site must be able to handle such sit
uations effectively. The primary reason for a mobile site to obtain authorisation
before disconnecting is to accommodate any transactions that may be running on
any of the MSPOs it is currently hosting. The worst case scenario in such a situa
tion may be that a transaction does not run to completion. This transaction would
have to be aborted, the parent site would then begin the process of handling the
mobile site disconnection, as described earlier.

8.2.4 MSPO functionality outside of the federated database

Usage of an MSPO will remain similar to that of an SPO aside from a few differ
ences. Since the site an MSPO is hosted on is mobile, upon disconnection the TCC
associated with that site may have no means of making contact with any other sites
of the federated database. This has an impact particularly on transactions which
require some kind of interaction with the TLE of an MSPO's originating site.
Since the TCC may have no way of establishing contact with any member sites
of the federated database, transactions which require authorisation or some kind
of interaction with the MSPO's originating site may be denied execution by the
Tee.

In light of this problem, before a transaction will be allowed to execute within
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a mobile site, the Tee will first analyse the nature of the transaction. From this,
the Tee will determine what (if any) authorisation requirements there are for the
transaction and whether or not the authorisation may be attained.

It could be the case that a mobile site may be able to establish contact with
its parent site via a cellular link or remote network, thereby allowing the Tee to
communicate with other sites of the federated database and attain proper authori
sation for transactions. On the other hand, it may be the case that the mobile site
may not be able to establish contact with its parent site, any transactions requiring
authorisation will therefore be denied permission to execute.

Figure 8.3 illustrates the flow of operations as a transaction which requires
authorisation from a site on the federated database attempts to execute.

I II\: '1 -loT
"- TCC -J

Site B y Site A

TCe TCC

I Federated Database
1

1. Request to execute transaction 'T1'.
2.The TCe analyses the nature of transaction T1 and determines authorisation

from site A is required.
3. The TCe attempts to establish a connection to its parent, site B.
4. Since the Tee can not establish a connection to site B, transaction T1 is

denied permission to execute.

Figure 8.3: An illustration of the steps taken by a mobile site to establish a con
nection for a transaction requiring authorisation.

Since an MSPO can only be used within the framework of a trusted Tee on
a mobile site, and since transactions which require authorisation will only be exe
cuted provided that the Tee of the mobile site can establish contact with its par
ent site, we can be assured that the integrity of the MSPO will not be maliciously
compromised whilst it is disconnected from the federated database.

The integrity ofeach MSPO is still subject to several forms of compromise the
likes of errors, viruses or failures in the system, see [7]. Section 8.2.7 discusses
how such compromises are detected and what action is taken upon detection.
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8.2.5 Executing transactions which require authorisation

If the TCC of a mobile site is able to establish contact with its parent site, it can
begin the process of obtaining authorisation for the transaction to be executed
within the mobile site on an MSPO. Having obtained authorisation the transaction
will execute and run to completion. Upon completion of the transaction, steps
similar to those discussed in section 7.5.2 will be taken to maintain the integrity
of the MSPO: A duplicate of the MSPO will be made and sent to its originating
site where a hash of the MSPO as well of each value that requires authorisation to
be modified will be created and stored.

As an example of executing transactions on mobile sites which require autho
risation, consider a car salesman who has moved an SPO of type Car onto his
laptop. He is currently at a client's premises and the client has requested details
on the lifetime of the gear box. The salesman queries the gear box lifetime prop
erty of the Car MSPO and is subsequently requested to connect to the federated
database. The gear box lifetime property is a property which requires authorisa
tion in order to be read. The TCC on the salesman's laptop observed the nature of
the query and identified the need for authorisation, hence, the salesman has been
prompted to connect to the federated database.

Should the salesman not connect to the database, the TCC will be unable to
obtain authorisation and the query to view the gearbox lifetime property will be
denied. If the salesman does connect the laptop to the federated database, he
may be prompted for a username and password, upon successful authorisation the
TCC will grant permission to run the query and hence view the gearbox lifetime
property.

We have so far assumed that should a mobile site be unable to establish a con
nection to its parent site, any transactions that require authorisation will simply
be denied permission to execute and subsequently deleted. Further research may
show that a more feasible approach may be to queue the transaction until the mo
bile site is able to connect to its parent site, obtain authorisation for the transaction
and then allow the transaction to execute.

8.2.6 Updating an MSPO

Transactions which require write access to the properties of an MSPO are subject
to a different process within the framework of the MSPO architecture. There are
several problems in allowing an MSPO to be updated whilst disconnected from
the federated database. We are concerned with the problem of integrity. Since an
MSPO is not connected to the federated database, how can we be certain that an
MSPO which has been updated whilst disconnected from the federated database
has undergone a series of authorised modifications? One could argue that we can
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be sure the MSPO has maintained its integrity since it will only be used via the
TCC.

Within the framework we have proposed so far, this is indeed the case, but
usage of an MSPO limited. There will be properties of an MSPO which require
authorisation in order to be modified. Since the MSPO is on a mobile site, con
necting to the federated database to obtain authorisation may not always be fea
sible. Does this mean that one is denied the ability to update an MSPO property
which requires authorisation, unless the mobile site can establish contact with the
federated database? This is indeed the case if we are to be certain that integrity
will be maintained.

An alternative to this approach may be to make use of a slightly modified
TCC on the mobile site. Modifications can be made to the way a TCC handles
transactions in general. The TCC could allow transactions which require authori
sation to simply be executed, whilst maintaining a log of all the activities of each
transaction. Upon re-entry into the federated database (discussed in the following
section), the transaction log for the MSPO would be analysed and executed on
the duplicate copy made of the MSPO before becoming mobile. If unauthorised
modifications are identified, these transactions can simply be ignored. The dupli
cate copy of the MSPO, having undergone all the authorised transactions of the
transaction log would then be permitted to re-enter the federated database. Figure
8.4 illustrates the proposed alternative to handling unauthorised transactions.

Site B

TCC

Federated Database

-- f0- r--- MobileSite C

.~
4

TCC

SiteB

s»
TCC f--

I Federated Database I
1. Requestto executetransaction'11'.
2. Authorisationto execute the transaction is automaticallygranted.
3.TheTCC logs the transaction.
4. Upon reconnection, the logged transactions are executed on theduplicate SPO.NI unauthorised

transactionsare ignored.
5. If this task is completedsuccessfully, the SPO is granted access into the federated database.

Figure 8.4: An alternative to handling unauthorised transactions.

This approach to dealing with authorised transactions opens areas of future
research regarding prioritising SPOs or SPO classification. If we once again con-
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sider a salesman who has moved a Car SPO to his laptop. The salesman visits a
client who is going to purchase a car based on the retail value of the car. The sales
man does not have access to modify the retail price property of the Car MSPO but
since his mobile site is using the approach described above, he is able to reduce
the cost of the car considerably. He visits the client and the client is so impressed
with the car's retail price that he decides to purchase the car.

The salesman now updates the Car MSPO as being sold. Vsage of the MSPO
in this manner is authorised. The salesman returns from the client and the laptop
is reconnected to the federated database. Vpon parsing the transaction log, the
TCC handles the two transactions above in the following manner:

- Salesman reduces Car.retail.price by 10,000: Unauthorised Transaction 
NOT EXECUTED

- Salesman sells Car: Authorised Transaction - EXECUTED

Although the retail price of the car was not reduced, the sale is still made
since it was an authorised transaction. The implications of this kind of transaction
management is obvious. Future research could therefore entail classifying SPOs
into categories which are too sensitive to be relocated onto sites that employ this
type of transaction management.

8.2.7 Re-entry into the federated database

Assuming the time that the mobile site has been disconnected has not exceeded
the maximum time that it is allowed to be disconnected, each MSPO that is hosted
by the mobile site will in turn undergo a re-entry process which will determine
whether or not the MSPO will be allowed to re-enter the federated database.

The primary goal of the re-entry process is to ensure that the MSPO being re
introduced into the database has not had its integrity compromised and at the very
least, is the MSPO that it claims to be. As the mobile site reconnects to its parent
site, the MSPO will be moved from the mobile site to its originating site. The VI
of the SPO will then be extracted and a hash made of the object as well as hashes
made of each of the values that require authorisation in order to me modified. The
VI and the hashes will then be compared to the duplicated VI and hashes stored at
the SPO's originating site before the SPO became mobile or after any authorised
modifications made whilst the MSPO was mobile. If they are alike, the SPO will
then undergo the second and final phase of the re-entry process.

Should the SPO fail the first phase of the re-entry process, the SPO will be
denied re-entry into the database. Having failed the first phase, one can with
certainty deduce that: the integrity of the SPO has indeed been compromised. The
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spa will be deleted and the duplicate copy made at its originating site will be used
to re-introduce the SPO into the federated database, in its last uncompromised
state.

The second phase of re-entry has the spa undergo an order of operations
which will ensure that any valid changes made to the SPO whilst mobile will now
be saved and the spa will be declared as being in a valid, uncompromised state.
The new duplicate copy and hashes will simply replace the previous duplicate
copy and hashes stored on the SPO's originating site.

8.3 Conclusion

In this chapter we have introduced the concept of Mobile Self Protecting Objects.
The MSpa architecture was introduced and analysed, this lead to a discussion of
maintaining integrity with MSPOs and how it can be implemented. We assume
that mobile sites will implement and trust the Tee. In doing so, we can be certain
that the integrity of an MSpa will be maintained regardless of malicious intent or
error.
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9.1 Introduction
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A prototype has been developed primarily not as a proof of concept, but more as a
means of determining whether the Self Protecting Object model is feasible using
current development technologies. We arrived to the conclusion that the prototype
can only be considered successful once it holds to the following three conditions:

1. Participating sites can be heterogeneous, in so far as the system hardware is
concerned.

2. It functions in a networked environment similar to a distributed database. -

3. Participating sites are fairly autonomous.

The three conditions above essentially define a distributed database of which
participating sites are autonomous and heterogeneous, or quite simply, they define
a federated database. In this chapter we will show that JASPO (Java And Self Pro
tecting Objects) has applied and implemented the spa model proposed by [32],
and has been developed in a such a manner that it holds to the above conditions.

JASPO has been developed in close accordance to the original SPO model and
has implemented some of the new techniques introduced in this dissertation. New
modules have been introduced and some old modules have been removed; this
chapter will discuss the technologies employed in developing JASPO and provide
a detailed discussion as to how JASPO is structured and implemented.

Section 9.2 provides a detailed analysis of the JASPO prototype. It examines
the structure of a site and the SPOs that function on it. All modules are introduced
and analysed. Section 9.3 then moves on to demonstrate the usage of commands
within the prototype with the aid of a running example. Section 9.5 concludes the
chapter and section 10 provides some ideas on possible future research.

9.2 Overview of JASPO

Choosing a programming language in which to implement the prototype was an
important aspect of development. The SPO model is modular by nature and an
object-oriented approach to the model has been adopted throughout this disserta
tion. The logical choice for a programming language would indeed be an object
oriented programming language. Since Java boasts all of the four principles of
object-oriented programming, and several other features discussed in section A,
the prototype was implemented in Java.

Note that there are several features common in databases that were excluded
in the prototype. Tbese features fall -outside the scope of the prototype, since
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the aim is not to implement a fully functional database with features the likes of
persistency and recovery from hardware or software failure, but rather to address
the three conditions described above.

In developing the prototype in Java, development of a site could be carried
out without the need to analyse problems that may occur in executing sites on
different platforms. This simple step adequately addressed the first condition in
making the prototype successful: Heterogeneity. Once we had finished developing
the prototype, the same code used on a Microsoft Windows machine could also
be executed on a Sun Microsystems machine.

In this section we will show how JASPO is structured. Each module making
up the prototype will be analysed and discussed in detail. In doing so, we will
show how the second and third condition have been satisfied in order to make the
prototype successful.

9.2.1 The TCC (Trusted Common Core)

The TCC is the heart of the prototype. It consists of a few important internal
methods and several critical modules which make up for most of the prototype.
These modules are instantiated within the TCe and are only accessible via the
TCC. In order to start the prototype, one has onlyto use the Java virtual machine
to start the TCC module. This in tum will instantiate all the modules necessary in
order to run a site. Figure 9.1 depicts the layout of the prototype and the modules
making up the TCe.

TCC

~ ERH ERS I

G $UIH
I

---+ I
SiteA

Hashtable Y SIB I BofSPOs

~
Vector of
associated
TEs

TCC -

Federated Database

Figure 9.1: Structure of the TCC
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As figure 9.1 shows, the modules are:

1. UIH: User Interface Handler

2. DSM: Directory Service Module

3. SIB: Security Information Broker

4. Relocator
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5. OPM: Object Packing Module

6. ERH: External Request Handler

7. ERS: External Request Sender

Note that figure 9.1 also depicts the direction of flow control within the mod
ules. In discussing the purpose of each module, this will become clear.

The TCC is the core layer implemented at all sites participating in the database.
It is responsible for ensuring that the security policy of each SPO at a site is re
spected and implemented. Section 6 discusses how this is achieved with the help
of two additional components: The TE and the TLE. The TE contains informa
tion which is specific to the SPO it is attached to and the TLE assists the TE in
implementing the security policy of an SPO.

In JASPO we have chosen to combine the TE and TLE into a single compo
nent. The TE defines the security policy specific to an SPO and in addition will
define the security policy specific to the site it originates from. The TE component
is discussed in more detail in section 9.2.2.

The TCC forms the foundation of a site participating in the database. An SPO
that is instantiated within a site is effectively instantiated and stored within the
TCC. Figure 9.1 depicts the hash table and vector data structures used to house
SPOs within the TCe. Once instantiated on a site, an SPO is only accessible via
the console provided by the UIH module (see section 9.2.3). Before we begin
discussing the modules within the TCC, it is important that the SPO itself and the
way it functions within the prototype is first examined.

9.2.2 The SPO

An SPO in JASPO is essentially a normal Java object. An object is instantiated
by means of the class or source file that defines it. The same process applies to
an SPO. There are however several constraints in developing SPOs for use in the
JASPO prototype that a developer must adhere to:
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1. The object must be serializable, thereby ensuring that the object (SPO) can
be transferred from one site to another and yet still maintain its state. (See
section A)

2. The object must have an associated TE file.

Accompanying the source of every SPO is its associated Trusted Extension
(TE), defined in a text file following the naming convention: SPO_CLASS-NAME.te.
The TE of an SPO is essentially its personal security manager. It defines who may
access what parts of an SPO at which sites, where the SPO was originally instan-·
tiated and where it may be relocated to. An SPO can not be instantiated on a site
if it does not have an associated TE. Allowing an SPO to be instantiated without
its associated TE would essentially mean that the SPO would not have a security
manager, and therefore, no protection.

Consider a developer that wishes to instantiate an SPO that defines a mobile
phone. As a source for this mobile phone class consider the example code pro
vided in section 5:

class MobilePhone
{

private String telephoneNumber;
private String serialNumber;

MobilePhone(String tnum, String snum)
{

telephoneNumber = tnum;
serialNumber = snum;

}

public String getTelephoneNumber()
{

return telephoneNumber;

public void setTelephoneNumber(String tnum)
{

telephoneNumber = tnum;

Two steps must be taken in order for the SPO to be instantiated. The Mobile
Phone class must be made serializable, a TE file must then be associated with
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the class. To make the object serializable, a developer simply adds implements
Serializable to the class:

class MobilePhone implements Serializable
{

A TE file is then associated with the class (MobilePhone.te). The TE consists
of three sections:

1. Originating Site: definition of which site the spa originates from.

2. Access Control Permissions: restrictions on which users from defined sites
can access methods of this object.

3. Relocation Rules: a list of sites that this object may be relocated to.

The access control permission section defines which users can access methods
of the SPO. When a request is made to access a method of an SPO, the TCe will
access the TE associated with the SPO and look for a rule that defines the request
at hand. If there is no rule defining the request, the request is denied. If the rule
is found, the request will be allowed to execute. Figure 9.2 depicts the process
involved when a user on the originating site of an spa wishes to access a method
of the SPO.

Usage of SPOs in the prototype adheres to the original model in that SPOs can
not be accessed directly by a user. A request is made to the TCe of a site housing
an SPO to access a method of the SPO, based upon certain conditions such as
the state of the SPO and the configuration of the spa's TE, the TCC will decide
whether the request can be executed. If the request is successful. the Tee will
execute the method and return the result to the user.

9.2.3 The UIll (User Interface Handler)

The role of the UIH is similar to the role discussed in section 6.4.1. The UIH
spawns a command line based console that allows a user of a site to interact with
the site. Through this console a user can instantiate, relocate, configure and use
SPOs. Section 9.3 provides a detailed analysis of the commands offered and in
addition, will offer some examples in using the prototype via this console.

In addition to providing the user a with tool to interact with the prototype,
the console provides a prompt informing the user which username he is currently
logged in with, and the name of the site:
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M : Site A :X

2 1-- .... 3

1. User X requests to execute Method M of an spa.
2. The TCC looks up the TE associated with the spa and searches for a rule
defining a user X accessing the method M from Site A.
3. The rule defining this request is found.
4. The request to execute the method is successfully executed.

Figure 9.2: A user wishing to access a method of an spa

username@site:>

The UIH will accept commands from the console and, having parsed the com
mand, will pass it on to the relevant TCC method to handle the request. Typical
commands used by a user that will be examined in detail in section 9.3 are:

- create: Instantiate an spa on the current site.

- execute: Execute a method of an spa on this site.

- rexecute: Execute a method of an spa on a remote site.

- send: Send an spa currently located at this site to a remote site

- allow: Configure the TE of an spa.

- request: Request to move an spa at a remote site to this site.

- whereis: Locate an spa.

- show: Display the 1E of an spa located at this site.

- Is: Display a list of spas currently located at this site.
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9.2.4 The DSM (Directory Service Module)
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The Directory Service Module is an addition to the spa model. Its introduction
to the model allows a site to easily manage an spa in so far as its current location
is concerned. A user can now easily determine where an spa is located and either
request to have the spa located to his current location or make use of the object
remotely.

In order for the DSM to be successful, it is essential that spas are not only
identified by their name, but also by the site they originate from (instantiated on).
A Mobilel'hone spa that was instantiated as Generic can not only be referred to
as Generic, but rather as Generic from the ManufacturerX site. This is the only
information any user on any site in the distributed database would need in order
to locate and use the SPO.

The DSM is used by several of the modules in the TCC to locate spas in the
database when they are needed. If it is necessary though, a user may access this
module directly through the whereis command. This command will find an spa
based on its name and the site it originates from. Usage of the whereis command
is simple, consider the generic mobile phone spa discussed earlier, a user on site
Manufacturers' wishes to locate this SPO:

userA@ManufacturerY:> whereis Generic ManufacturerX
DSM: Determining if Generic from ManufacturerX is on

this site ...
DSM: SPO is not located at this site.
DSM: Determining if location of Generic from

ManufacturerX is cached ...
DSM: Location of the SPO is not cached.
DSM: Querying Site ManufacturerX for the location of

Generic.
DSM: SPO found. Site: ManufactureX
DSM: Updating cache.

Figure 9.3 depicts the state of the DSM's cache after the whereisquery. Note
in the example above that the DSM does not begin searching for the spa within
the distributed database the moment it receivesthe query. Finding an spa consists
of three simple steps:

1. First determine if the SPO is located at the current site, if so, it has been
found.

2. If the spa is not located at the current site, check the cache to determine if
its location has been previously looked up.
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Figure 9.3: Internal structure of the DSM

3. If there is no entry in the cache, begin the process of finding the SPO by
querying its originating site as to its location.

Step three of the process requires further explanation. It is not the task of the
originating site to find an SPO for a requesting site each time a requesting site
wishes to locate an SPO. This approach is unacceptable simply because it is in
credibly inefficient. What the originating site does do though, is give the last
known cached location of the SPO before it left the site. It is now the responsibil
ity of the requesting site to query the next site as to the location of the SPO. The
next site will then provide the requesting site with exactly the same information
as the originating site.

As an example to clarify the problem, consider an additional site to the pre
vious example: Manufacturerc. ManufacturerZ has successfully relocated the
Generic spa from ManufacturerX. A user on Manufacturer? wishes to once
again determine the location of Generic from ManufacturerX. Figure 9.4 depicts
the process.

9.2.5 The ERH (External Request Handler) and ERS (Exter
nal Request Sender)

The ERR and ERS are modules used for communication amongst the TCCs of
sites in the database. Messages, queries and SPOs are passed via these modules.
The modules use TCPflP [12] as the underlying means of communication and
in doing so, ensure that communication is fast and reliable. The prototype is
therefore suitable for use over networks the likes of the Internet.

The ERS is used by the TCC of a site to initiate requests to the TCC of a
remote site. The ERR of the remote site will then handle this request. Typical
requests are:
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1. The DSM of Y determines from its cache that Generic is located at X.
2. Y queries X to determine if Generic is still located there.
3. The DSM of X discovers that Generic is no longer at the site, the cache shows that
it was last relocated to Z.
4. The DSM of X informs the DSM ofYof Generic's last known location.
5. Y now queries Z as to the location of Generic.
6. The DSM of Z determines that Generic is located at its site.
7. Y is informed that Generic is at site Z.

Figure 9.4: Steps taken to locate an SPO using the DSM

- receiveSPO: a request to a remote site to receive an SPO from the site.

- sendSPO: a request to a remote site to send an SPO to the site.
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- queryDSM: a request to a remote site to query the DSM of the site, used in
locating SPOs.

- execute: a request to execute a method of an object currently located at the
remote site.

Before a request can be made to a remote site, the requesting site must identify
itself to the remote site. In most cases, the user making the request must also
be identified. The execute method is one such example. When a user on a site
(ManufacturerY) wishes to execute a method of an SPO (Generic) on a remote
site (ManufacturerZ), the TCC of the site will use the ERS to identify the user
and the site to the ERH of the remote site, the remote site will then determine
whether the user of the site in question has permission to execute the method. If
so, the TCC of the remote site will execute the method on behalf of the user and
the requesting site, the result will then be returned to the user of the site via the
ERH.

The ERH of the remote site will request that the TCC uses the SIB module in
order to assess whether a remote user is authorised to execute the method of an
SPO. Figure 9.5 illustrates this process.
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1. UserY on ManufacturerY wishes to execute a method of the Generic SPO
originating from ManufacturerX but currently located at ManufacturerZ.
The TCC of ManufacturerY uses its ERS to send an execute query to the ERH of
ManufacturerZ.

. 2. ManufacturerZ receives the request and the TCC asks the SIB to determine if
UserY of ManufacturerY is authorised to access the method of the Generic SPO.
3. The SIB examines the TE of the Generic SPO to find a rule associated with this
request.
4. The SIB finds a rule and informs the TCC that the user may execute the method.
5. The TCC executes the method of the Generic SPO on behalf of the user.
6.The result of the query is returned to the user via the ERH.

Figure 9.5: The process of determining if a remote user has authorisation to exe
cute a method of an SPO

9.2.6 The SIB (Security Information Broker)

The SIB is an authorisation query module. Modules query this module to deter
mine if users/sites have authorisation to perform certain functions. As discussed
in the previous section, one of the functions of the SIB is to determine if a user
from a remote site is authorised to execute a method of an SPO currently located
at the local site. The SIB will examine the TE of the SPO in question in order
to determine if a user has authorisation. The same process applies to a local user
requesting to execute a method of an SPO that is currently located at the local site.

In addition to this, the SIB will answer the following authorisation queries:

- relocation: a request to determine if a remote site has authorisation to move
an SPO from the local site to it.

- modification: a request to determine if a user on the local site has authority
to modify the TE of an SPO currently located at the site.

9.2.7 The Relocator and OPM (Object Packing Module)

The relocator is responsible for relocating SPOs to sites in the database. It uses
the Obect Packing Module to pack an SPO into a form which is suitable for trans-
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portation to a site. The SPO and its associated TE are packed into a PackedSPO
object. As it is packed ahash is made of the original spa and stored in the packed
SPO. The Relocator module will use the ERS and ERH modules to ensure that the
PackedSPO is moved to its destined site and arrives intact. To ensure that the spa
has not been corrupted in any manner, the relocator on the destined site will un
pack the original spa from the PackedSPO object. It will then make a hash of the
spa and compare it to the hash stored in the PackedSPO. If they are equal, the
spa and its associated TE will be installed on the site.

9.3 Using JASPO

In this section we look at some of the features offered by the JASPO and examine
how it is used. This will be done by use of a running example. We will introduce
several sites, show how a site is instantiated, instantiate an SPO on a site and show
how one uses and configures the SPO.

9.3.1 Site and SPO Initialisation

When starting a site on a system it was decided that it would be more efficient if
a site did not have to undergo any entry process in joining the federated database.
Although it would be preferable that the site was to join a federated database in
the correct manner (obtain authorisation etc) the main focus of this prototype is
not to emulate a fully functional federated database.

Once a site is started, it can be assumed that it does not have any active SPOs
on it. An effort has not been made to implement any degree of persistency among
spas. Once a site shuts down, all the SPOs it has instantiated will in turn be
deleted.

For the example in this section we will use the Manufacturer sites used earlier
in this chapter. Manufacturers, Manufacturers' and ManufacturerZ will be started
and one spa will be instantiated from the MobilePhone class on ManufacturerX,
the SPO's name will be Generic. Originally, the TE of the Generic spa will be
configured as follows:

- U serX of ManufacturerX will be allowed to execute all methods of the
Generic SPO.

- UserXl of ManufacturerX will only be allowed to execute the getTelepho
neNumber method.

- UserY of ManufacturerY will only be allowed to execute the getTelepho
neNumer method.
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- UserZ of ManufacturerZ will only be allowed to execute the getTe1epho
neNumer method.

- The ManufacturerY site will not be allowed to have the Generic spa relo
cated to it.

- The ManufacturerZ site will be allowed to have the Generic spa relocated
to it.

An example TE for this object has been created:

[Originating Site]
ManufacturerX

[Access Control Permissions]
1/ for each method
1/ Format: METHODISITEIUSER
setTelephoneNumberlManufacturerXIUserX
getTelephoneNumberlManufacturerXIUserX
getTelephoneNumberlManufacturerXIUserXl
getTelephoneNumberlManufacturerYIUserY
getTelephoneNumber IManufacturerZ IUserZ

[Relocation Rules]
1/ The sites where this object may be relocated to.
1/ Format: ISITE/
IManufacturerZ/

Although the system used to define rules in the TE may seem rather trivial, it
can be easily extended to allow patterns rather than fixed strings. However, due to
time limitations, extending this part of the prototype was not feasible.

As was previously mentioned, if a rule for a request does not exist in the TE
of the SPO in question, the request will be denied. Note that ManufacturerY does
not appear under the relocation rules section, and therefore will not be allowed to
request that the spa is relocated to it. This does not mean that it can not remotely
execute methods of the SPO.

A site is started by executing the Tee module with the Java virtual machine
and in doing so, passing it two parameters: The username to login into the site
with, and the name of the site. Since a site uses TCP/IP for communication, the
hostname of the system the site is executing on should be used as the name of the
site.

java Tec UserX ManufacturerX
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The above command will start the site and the following prompt will be issued:

UserX@ManufacturerX:>

ManufacturerY and ManufacturerZ are started in the same manner. Instantia
tion of an SPO is performed by using the create command. The command requires
a user to specify the class file of the SPO to be instantiated and the name of the
SPO once it is instantiated.

UserX@ManufacturerX:> create MobilePhone Generic

This command will instantiate the SPO and load its associated TE file into the
Tee. A user can determine what SPOs are currently active on the site by issuing
the Iscommand:

UserX@ManufacturerX:> Is
[SPO] I [Originating Site]
Generic ManufacturerX

9.3.2 ExecutingMethods

Having discussed execution of methods in a previous section, we now show how
it is actually performed using the console of JASPO. There are two commands
available for methods execution: execute and rexecute. The former allows users
to execute methods of SPOs located at the local site, and the latter allows users
to execute methods of SPOs on remote sites. UserX has permission to access all
methods of the Generic SPO, UserXl on the other hand, only has permission to
execute the getTelephoneNumber method. Using the su command, testers of the
prototype can easily switch between users. Obviously in a real world environment,
authentication would be necessary.

UserX@ManufacturerX:> execute Generic setTelephoneNumber
12345
UserX@ManufacturerX:> execute Generic getTelephoneNumber
Generic.getTelephoneNumber: 12345
UserX@ManufacturerX:> su UserX1
UserX1@ManufacturerX:> execute Generic getTelephoneNumber
Generic.getTelephoneNumber: 12345
UserX1@ManufacturerX:> execute Generic setTelephoneNumber
67980
Access Denied.
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Since there is no rule in the TE of Generic defining the request of UserXl
wanting to execute setTelephoneNumber, the request is denied. Using rexecute,
users on remote sites can use the SPO:

UserY@ManufacturerY:> rexecute ManufacturerX Generic
getTelephoneNumber
DSM: Locating Generic from ManufacturerX
DSM: Found. Located at ManufacturerX
ERS: Querying ManufacturerX ...
ManufacturerX:Generic.getTelephoneNumber: 12345

As was discussed previously, usage of an SPO is location independent, mean
ing that a remote user never need know the physicallocation of an SPO he wishes
to use. The only requirement as that the user knows the originating site of the
SPO. The example above shows UserY trying to execute a method of an SPO that
originated from ManufacturerX. Even if the SPO is no longer on the originating
site, the user does not need to know this, the DSM module will locate the SPO
and a request to execute a method remotely will be made.

As with the execution of methods of local SPOs, remote execution requests
are subject to the analysis of an SPO's TE before the request is granted:

UserY@ManufacturerY:> rexecute ManufacturerX Generic
setTelephoneNumber
DSM: Cached: Located at ManufacturerX
ERS: Querying ManufacturerX ...
Access Denied.

Since UserY of ManufacturerY does not have permission to execute the set
TelephoneNumber method, the request was denied by the TCC of ManufacturerX.

9.3.3 Relocating Objects

A request to have an SPO moved from one site to another is also subject to the
analysis of the SPOs TE. The SPO model ensures that the TCC of one site will
implement the security policy of an SPO belonging to another site when the SPO
is located at its site. Let us assume that the Generic SPO has been relocated to
ManufacturerZ. A user on Manufactureri' wishes to now move the SPO to his
local site:

UserY@ManufacturerY:> request Generic ManufacturerX
DSM: Cached: Located at ManufacturerX
ERS: Querying ManufacturerX ...
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ERS: Generic from ManufacturerX located at
ManufacturerZ

ERS: Querying ManufacturerZ ...
Relocation Denied.

Once the SPO is located, the Tee of Manufacturer? requests to relocate the
SPO from ManufacturerZ. The Tee of ManufacturerZ first analyses the TE of
the SPO to look for a matching rule, but since none is found the request is denied.

9.3.4 Configuring an SPO

The Tee of a site will ensure that all users of its site will not be allowed to view
the TE of SPOs that do not originate from the local site. Administrators of a site
that wish to view the TE of an SPO that originated from their site and is currently
located at their site can use the show command. Only administrators can use this
command and the Tee will only allow an administrator to view the TE of an SPO
if the SPO has originated from the local site.

In order to modify the TE of an SPO, the prototype makes provision for ad
ministrators to add rules to the TE of an SPO. The command used to do so is the
allowcommand. Two types of rules can be added, execution and relocation rules.
Let us now assume that the Generic SPO is once again located at its originating
site (ManufacturerX), the administrators have been asked to allow UserY ofMan
ufacturerYaccess to execute the setTelephoneNumber method of the GenericSPO
and also to allow the SPO to be moved to ManufacturerY. The administrators have
agreed to do so:

admin@ManufacturerX:> ls
[SPO] I [Originating Site]
Generic ManufacturerX
admin@ManufacturerX:> allow execute Generic setTelephoneNumber
ManufacturerY UserY
admin@ManufacturerX:> allow relocate Generic ManufacturerY

UserY now has access to execute the setTelephoneNumber method and the
SPO may now be relocated to Manufacturer'[ for use locally.

9.4 Technical Details

The prototype was developed in a Linux environment (2x400Mhz UltraSparc 
SMP Kernel 2.2.16) using the Java(TM) 2 Runtime Environment (build 1.3). Near
completion of JASPO two additional machines were used in testing the prototype:
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1. Microsoft Windows 98 (Intel P3-733) using the Java(TM) Runtime Envi
ronment (build 1.3.0_02).

2. Microsoft Windows 95 (Intel P2-333) using the Java(TM) Runtime Envi
ronment (build 1.3.0_02).

All of the test machines ran on a network which implemented the TCPIIP
protocol.

Nine modules were coded in the prototype:

- TCC.java - 400 lines of code

- DSM.java - 160 lines

- OPM.java - 58 lines

- ERR.java - 230 lines

- ERS.java - 200 lines

- SIB.java - 120 lines

- UIH.java - 300 lines

- Relocator.java - 45 lines

- PackedSPO.java - 60 lines

In using Javadoc whilst developing the prototype an API has been created
(section B) so as to make extending the prototype an easier task.

9.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have reviewed and analysed the JASPO prototype. The pro
totype was developed in close accordance to the original SPO model although
certain modules have been added and some modules removed. In the beginning
of this chapter we stated that this prototype could only be successful if it satisfied
three requirements. In discussing the prototype in more detail, we have shown that
the prototype has held to and met these three requirements. In brief, the prototype
has met the following conditions:

1. Heterogeneous: The prototype was developed in a programming language
that is independent of the platform it is executed on.
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2. Distributed: A protocol for communication amongst the sites was devel
oped. They operate and communicate via the Internet.

3. Autonomous: Each site can create objects and security policies for these
objects as they please. Naming conventions need not be followed but a
method to locate objects in the distributed database has been developed.

In meeting the three conditions above, we can conclude that it is feasible to
implement the SPO model using current development technologies.
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Conclusion

'si finis bonus est, totum bonumerit'

- if the end is good, everything will be good

90
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We began this dissertation with a definition of how we interpret the act of
sharing information followed by how we define the act of sharing information in
an effective manner. Sharing information is viewed as the sharing of objects that
provide services. Sharing information effectively is defined as the act of sharing
objects in a secure environment where only authorised-usage, in a manner usage
was intended, is allowed.

We then introduced the SelfProtecting Object (SPO) model proposed by Olivier
[32] which facilitates the sharing of objects in an effective manner. The model has
each site participating in the federated database include a Trusted Common Core
(TCC) responsible for the implementation of each site's security policy regardless
of an SPOs location. SPOs can only be used (shared) via the TCe.

Although the model proposed by Olivier does indeed cater for the effective
sharing of information, it does not cater for ensuring that the integrity of SPOs
within the federated database will always be maintained. In extending the SPO
model to include integrity facilities, it will be more effective in the sharing of
information.

We defined the notion of maintaining integrity as "a means of ensuring the
validity of an SPO within a federated database environment". In chapter 7 we
showed that ensuring that an SPO is only subjected to authorised transactions will
not suffice in maintaining its integrity. We therefore introduced a model which
allowed for the following:

- The ability to identify an SPO and ensure that it is in a valid state with the
aid of an Integrity Module which stores the Unique Identifier and hash of
an SPO.

- Assurance that an SPO will not reach a state in which it is invalid by ensur
ing that modification of any of its properties is only carried out if it is within
each properties associated constraint.

The model introduced in chapter 7 identifies the need for constraints within
an SPO. If an authorised request is made to modify a property of an SPO it will
only be carried out if the modification does not violate the associated constraint
of the property. This model assures us that SPOs will always be in a valid state
(maintain their integrity) regardless of their location in the federated database.

In chapter 8 we point out that the increasing demand for information in a
database from a mobile environment is applicable to mobile users of a federated
database. We defined mobile sites as sites that belonged to parent sites that were
in turn members of the federated database.

In introducing the notion of a mobile site we discussed how the integrity of
SPOs could be maintained when they are moved to mobile sites in the federated
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database, that is, sites that would eventually disconnect and become unreachable
for some time. Because of the nature of mobile sites, the original model to main
tain integrity would not suffice.

We therefore introduced the Mobile Self Protecting Object (MSPO) and pro
posed the MSPO architecture. Having analysed the fundamental concepts in
volved in the MSPO architecture we then proposed a mechanism that, when com
bined with the original proposal, will ensure that the integrity of MSPOs on mo
bile sites will always be maintained. This mechanism essentially allowed a site to
adopt one of two approaches when dealing with MSPOs:

A. If a transaction requires authorisation from the originating site of an SPO
and this can not be attained (connection to the federated database is not
possible) the transaction will not be allowed.

B. Allow all transactions to execute and maintain a transaction log. Upon re
connecting to the federated database the transaction log is executed upon a
duplicate made of the MSPO (before becoming mobile), all unauthorised
transactions are ignored.

In conclusion, the aim of this study was to extend the SPO model in a way
that made it even more effective in the sharing of information. Through analysis
of the model it was identified that a way in which to achieve this was to propose
extensions to the model that allowed it to facilitate integrity within SPOs.

The process of maintaining the integrity of SPOs was approached in the fol
lowing manner:

1. The notion of integrity within the context of this dissertation was defined.

2. A model was then proposed to maintain the integrity of SPOs.

3. The notion of a mobile site is then introduced.

4. Since the original integrity model would not suffice when dealing with mo
bile sites the MSPO architecture is then proposed.

6. A model to address integrity (in unison with the original model) in the
MSPO architecture is then proposed.

In addressing the integrity of SPOs on stationary sites and in identifying that
mobile sites are of a different nature and therefore proposing an extension to the
original integrity model to maintain the integrity of SPOs on mobile sites, we feel
that we have successfully extended the SPO model to facilitate integrity. In doing
so, we believe that these extensions allow for the SPO model to be more effective
in the sharing of information.
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Future Research
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In chapter 1 we outlined that the primary purpose of this dissertation was to ad
dress the need for integrity within the SPO model. In proposing the model for
integrity we chose not to address certain issues since ,they were not within the
scope of our research. However there are certain areas we wish to identify that
may be worthy of future research:

- Concurrency of SPOs and MSPOs receives little attention in this disserta
tion. In particular, in section 7.3 we propose a form of transaction man
agement when updating SPOs that, although adequate for our purposes, is
in need of further attention. In section 8.2.3 we propose that the duplicate
made of an MSPO may be accessed when an MSPO is no longer avail
able (disconnected). Perhaps if this duplicate were open to write operations
then there may be a means of coordinating the updates made between the
disconnected MSPO and the duplicated MSPO.

- Although we propose a means of using and locating SPOs in the federated
database in an easy fashion, there remains much to be done in terms of
SPO management. For example, how would one go about classifying and
prioritising SPOs?

- The TCC, TLE and TE are responsible for the protection of an SPO. When
the SPO model is applied and implemented in an environment such as a fed
erated database, SPOs should always be protected. However, this does not
mean that they are impervious to attack. Perhaps possible areas of research
could be done on intrusion detection or real time risk analysis amongst
SPOs.

With regards to the JASPO, the main focus was to implement the basic SPO
model and satisfy basic functionality. In doing so, many unimportant (seen from
this perspective) features were not built into the prototype. However, having de
veloped the prototype in a modular fashion, it leaves much opportunity to extend
the prototype and implement many more interesting features.

Some features/modules we have identified that may increase the security, func
tionality and usability of the model and prototype are:

- Authentication between sites: sites would be required to authenticate them
selves to each other, possibly via encrypted channels. This brings up many
interesting questions with regards to knowing how to trust/identify a site
without having a central authority.
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- Authentication to instantiate objects: essentially this means a far more so
phisticated security policy within the actual local TCC. Certain users could
be allowed only to use SPOs, others to create SPOs and some to delete and
relocate SPOs on behalf of the site. This would require that the TLE module
be introduced into the prototype.

- A means of handling malicious SPOs. Since a TCC executes a method
of an SPO on behalf of a remote user, how does one protect the site from
malicious methods of an SPO?

- Extended DSM: Not allowing users to know where SPOs are located. Per
haps users should never know?

~ Persistency: SPOs need not be deleted when a site is shutdown.

- A means of handling duplicated SPOs.
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Java

The purpose of this section is to give the reader a basic understanding of the
rich features offered by this language so as to appreciate why it was chosen to
implement the prototype discussed in chapter 9.

Developed by Sun Microsystems in 1993, Java is a statically typed, late
binding language. It is both compiled and interpreted. Java source code is com
piled into a binary form known as byte-code. Byte-code is system independant
code which is executed by a Java run-time interpreter. The interpreter provides
a safe virtual environment or virtual machine. Any platform that implements the
virtual machine can execute java byte code.

Java code is therefore implicitly portable since the same code can be executed
on any system that provides a Java run-time environment. It is for this reason that
Java software is referred to as being 'Write Once, Run Everywhere'.

We do not cover all of the features offered by Java in this section, but rather
only concentrate on the features we found would be useful in developing the pro
totype. Interesting features offered by Java that we will discuss further are:

- Extensive Network Support

- Dynamic Memory Management

- Error Handling

- Multithreading

- Javadoc
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A.I Extensive Network Support
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Java was designed to support applications on networks comprising of a variety
of different systems. The language has an extensive library of routines built in
to easily make use of the standard network protocols used for communication
between hosts on the Internet. Java developers can access objects on a network
via URLs with relative ease, comparable to accessing the local file system.

Java provides a simplified object-oriented approach to the low-level program
ming interface used for network communications: Sockets. Java encapsulates
much of the inherent complexity when dealing with sockets (found in program
ming languages the likes of C), thereby allowing the developer to concentrate on
development of the application at hand rather than spending time on complex,
low-level networking issues.

A.2 Dynamic Memory Management

Explicit memory allocation is said to be one of the single greatest sources of pro
gramming errors. Programmers are responsible for allocating and deallocating
memory used in their applications. In addition to the development of complex
applications, explicit memory management can become a troublesome task. Pro
grammers may find solace knowing that Java protects the programmer from the
complexities of memory management in that java eliminates explicit pointers and
adds garbage collection to the language.

Objects that are no longer referenced within an application will simply be
removed from memory once the garbage collector has executed.

In not providing the programmer with explicit pointers, Java does provide
references: a strongly typed handle for an object. References restrict programmers
from pointing to locations where they should not, thereby providing a form of
security not found in languages the likes of C.

A.3 Error Handling

Java provides robust error management in the form of a powerful exception
handling mechanism. Exceptions allow the programmer to develop error-handling
code separate from normal application code.

Upon occurrence of an exception, the flow of the program is diverted to an area
of code that will handle the error. The exception comes in the form of an object
which can be queried to retrieve more details about the exception. Any method
that may throw an exception must be handled accordingly by the programmer.
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The Java compiler will not allow the compilation of a program if this condition is
not adhered to.

A.4 Multithreading

Support for multithreading has been built into the Java language thereby making
threads relatively easy to use. Multithreading allows for the efficient distribution
and processing of multiple tasks. Not only does Java provide an easy to use mul
tithreading foundation but a form of synchronisation has also been built into the
language similar to a lock and key system for accessing resources.

Programmers define which methods of an object they wish to serialize. Only
one serialized method of an object may run at any time. Java also supports a
simple signaling mechanism used between threads wishing to access the same
resource.

A.5 Javadoc

Javadoc works hand in hand with the java compiler to efficiently document a pro
grammers code, usually in HTML format. When programming, the programmer
follows a few simple rules to allow Javadoc to parse the code and document it
correctly.

For example, if a programmer wishes his comments to be included in the API
documentation generated by Javadoc, he would comment with a 1** instead of a
1*. Javadoc builds up a hierarchy of all objects in the application, as well as their
dependencies and will provide details of each class even so far as what arguments
each method will accept and how each method will behave.
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JASPOAPI

The Javadoc tool allows for Java programmers to easily document their code.
This section is a result of the tool and is essentially an API for developers who
may want to extend the JASPO prototype. Each class and its associated methods
are represented in detail.
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B.l Class TCe
java.lang.Object

I
+--TCC

public class Tee

extends java.lang.Object

Trusted Common Core
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The TCC is the heart of JASPO. Upon instantiating the TCC, it will in turn start up
the rest of the modules, including the UIH. The UIH interprates commands from the user
via a console. Depending on the command issued, the UIH will call the relative method
via the TCC.

Method Detail

B.1.1 createObject

public void createObject(java.lang.String filename,
java.lang.String objectname,
java.lang.String parameters)

Instantiate an object on this site. Several steps are taken to introduce an object onto
this site:
1. Instantiate the object
2. Add the objects to the TCC's list of instantiated objects (Hashtable htObjects)
3. Instantiate a vector, read the objects associated TE into this vector, add this vec
tor to list of TEs (Hashtable htTE) and associate it with the object just instantiated
4. Add object to DSM cache

B.1.2 deleteObject
public void deleteObject(java.lang.String object)

Delete an object from the TCC's SPO hashtable (from the site), also delete its
associated TE vector
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B.l.3 addRelocationRule

public void addRelocationRule(java.lang.String object,
java. lang. String s)
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Allows the administrator of a site to specify where an SPO can be relocated to.
The sm is queried to determine whether the user in question is authorised to add
a relocation rule, and whether the site is the originating site, if so, the rule will be
added s = site

B.1.4 requestObject

public java.lang.String requestObject(java.lang.String object,
java. lang. String originsite)

Request an OBJECT that has originated from ORIGINSlTE

B.l.5 addExecuteRule

public void addExecuteRule(java.lang.String object,
java.lang.String m,
java. lang. String s,
java.lang.String u)

Allows the administrator of a site to specify which users may execute specific meth
ods The sm is queried to determine whether the user in question is authorised to
add an execution rule to the SPO's TE, and whether the site is the originating site,
if so, the rule will be added [m is method, s is site, u is user].

B.l.6 listSPOs

public void listSPOs()

Show which SPOs currently reside at this site as well as the sites they originate
from.

B.l.7 getOriginofSPO

public java.lang.String getOriginofSPO(java.lang.String object)

Return the origin of an SPO at this site.
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B.l.8 getSPO
public java.lang.Object getSPO(java.lang.String object)

Return an SPO that is located on this site, returns null if its not there.

B.l.9 searchTE
public boolean searchTE(java.lang.String object,

java. lang. String pattern)
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Search through the vector of an objects TE, look for the pattern passed. Return true
if pattern found, otherwise false

B.l.I0 anaIyseTE
public java.util.Vector analyseTE(java.lang.String filename)

Read in the TE rules associated with this object [c1assname.te], put it in a vector

n.i.u printTE
public void printTE(java.lang.String object)

Print out the TE vector currently associated with an object

B.1.12 executeMethod
public java.lang.String executeMethod(java.lang.String object,

java.lang.String method,
java.lang.String parameter)

Execute a method of an object that is currently located here.
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B.l.13 executeMethod
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public java.lang.String executeMethod(java.lang.String object,
java. lang. String method,
java. lang. String parameter,
java. lang. String remoteuser,
java. lang. String remotesite)

Execute a method of an object that is currently located here. Slightly different from
above method since in this method one specifies which user is making the call and
the site from where the call is made. This method is therefore only used by the
ERH in replying to queries to execute methods of an object, from another site

B.1.14 executeRemoteMethod

public java.lang.String executeRemoteMethod(java.lang.String originsite,
java.lang.String object,
java.lang.String ~eth6d,

java.lang.String parameter)

Make a request to a remote site to execute a METHOD of an OBJECT originating
from ORIGINSITE

B.l.IS main
public static void main(java.lang.String[] argv)

Starts up the prototype by instantiating a TCC
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B.2 Class UIH

java.lang.Object

I
+--java.lang.Thread

I
+--UIH

All Implemented Interfaces: java.lang.Runnable

public class UIH

extends java.lang.Thread

User Interface Handler
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Responsible for interpreting all commands from a user. It will provide the user with a
prompt indicating what he/she is logged in as and the site the user is on:

[username@sitename:>]

Essentially this class provides a console (interpretor) for the user to use the prototype.

Commands currently available are:

- create: CLASS OBJECTNAME PARAMETERS

- execute OBJECT METHOD PARAMETERS

- rexecute ORIGINSITE OBJECT METHOD PARAMETERS

- send OBJECT SITE

- allow relocate OBJECT SITE

- allow execute OBJECT METHOD SITE USER

- request OBJECT SITE

- whereis OBJECT SITE

- Is

- show OBJECT
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- su USER
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The urn will interpret each command and associate it with its relevant method in the
TCC.

Method Detail

B.2.1 run
public void run()

Overrides: run in class java .lang. Thread. Main execution loop.

B.2.2 createObject

public void createObject(java.util.Vector cmd)

Instantiate and create a new object in the TCC

B.2.3 deleteObject

public void deleteObject(java.lang.String object)

Delete an object from the TCC's SPO hashtable (from the site), also delete its
associated TE vector

B.2.4 sendObject

public void sendObject(java.util.Vector cmd)

Send an object from one site to another

B.2.S whereisSPO

public java.lang.String whereisSPO(java.util.Vector cmd)

Locate an SPO.
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B.2.6 executeMethod
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public java.lang.String executeMethod(java.util.Vector cmd)

Execute a method of an Sf'O,

B.2.7 executekemoteldethod

public java.lang.String executeRemoteMethod(java.util.Vector cmd)

execute a METHOD of an OBJECT which is located on a remote SITE. uses the
TCe's executeRemoteMethod

B.2.8 getCommands
public java.util.Vector getCommands(java.lang.String line)

This method will run through a line entered at the prompt and extract all words
separated by spaces (commands), it will enter each word into a vector

B.2.9 requestObject

public java.lang.String requestObject(java.util.Vector cmd)

Request an spa from a remote site.

B.2.10 printHelp

public void printHelp()

Print out the commands available and their usage.
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B.3 Class ERS

java.lang.Object
I
+--ERS

public class ERS

extends java.lang.Object

External Request Sender
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The ERS is used by the TCC of a site to initiate requests to the TCC of a remote site.

Method Detail

B.3.l sendObject

public boolean sendObject(java.lang.String site,
PackedSPO pspo)

Send a packed object (PSPO) to a remote SITE. Relocator module packs an SPO
and uses this method.

B.3.2 receiveSPO

public java.lang.String receiveSPO(java.lang.String site,
java.lang.String object,
java.lang.String originsite)

Request to receive an OBJECT originating from ORIGINSITE, currently located
at SITE.

B.3.3 queryDSM

public java.lang.String queryDSM(java.lang.String site,
java.lang.String object,
java.lang.String originsite)

Query the DSM via ERH of SITE as to where OBJECT originating from ORIGIN
SITE is located. returns "here" if OBJECT is at site, otherwise returns location of
the site it currently resides at.
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B.3.4 executeRemoteMethod
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public java.lang.String executeRemoteMethod(java.lang.String site,
java.lang.String originsite,
java.lang.String object,
java.lang.String method,
java~lang.Stringparameter)

Make a request to SITE, where OBJECT originating from ORIGINSITE is cur
rently located, to execute METHOD.
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B.4 Class ERH

java.lang.Object

I
+--java.lang.Thread

I
+--ERH

All Implemented Interfaces: java.lang.Runnable

public class ERH

extends java.lang.Thread
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External Request Handler
Responsible for managing communication among TCCs and effectively only used by the
TCC. Uses TCP/IP in order to communicate with another site. An ERH will communicate
with another TCC's ERS and vice versa. Upon connecting to an ERH, a string must be
sent identifying what type of communication is to be carried out in the session.
Requests are:

~ reeeiveSPO: a request from another TCC's ERS to receive an SPO from its site.

~ sendSPO: a request from another TCC's ERS to send an SPO to its site.

- queryDSM: a request from another TCC's DSM (via ERS) to this tee's DSM to
provide info as to where an SPO is located

- execute: a request from another TCC's ERS to execute a method of an object orig
inating from SITE

Method Detail

BA.1 run

public void run()

Overrides: run in class java .lang. Thread

B.4.2 execute

public void execute(java.lang.String site)
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B.4.3 queryDSM

public void queryDSM(java.lang.String site)

A site requesting this site to send a query to its DSM.

BAA sendSPO

public void sendSPO(java.lang.String site)

Send an object located at this site to SITE. Use ERS to do so.

BA.5 receiveSPO

public void receiveSPO()

a request from another TCC's ERS to receive an spa from its site.
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B.S Class OPM

java.lang.Object
I
+--OPM

public class OPM

extends java.lang.Object

Object Packing Module
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This module only has two methods and is resposible for packing and unpacking SPOs
at site. In packing an SPO, the pack method will take an SPO from the TCC's hashtable
and combine it with its TE vector into a PackedSPO object. This object will then be
transferred to the remote site.

The unpack method will extract the SPO and its TE from the PackedSPO object and
install them at the site.

Method Detail

B.S.1 pack
public PackedSPO pack(java.lang.String object)

Prepare an object for transmission, Uses the PackedSPO class to pack an object

B.S.2 unpack
public boolean unpack (PackedSPO pspo)

Unpack an spo with this function, also add the SPOs TE to the hashtable of the tee,
and the same process applies for the actual SPO. If the unpacking is okay, return
true, else false.
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B.6 Class SIB

java.lang.Object
I
+--SIB

public class sm

extends java.lang.Object
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Security Information Broker
The SIB will address certain security related queries the likes of whether or not a user has
permission to execute a method.

All objects must have an associated TE, implemented as a file: classname.te The
format of the.TE file is as follows:

[Originating Site]
SITE_NAME

[Access Control Permissions]
METHODISITEIUSER

[Relocation Rules]
ISITE_N I

The TE defines the originating site of an object, the methods that a user (of a site)
may execute and the site an object may be relocated to. If a user is not associated with a
method, he may not execute the method.

Method Detail

B.6.1 permissionToExecuteMethod

public boolean permissionToExecuteMethod(java.lang.String site,
java. lang. String user,
java.lang.String object,
java.lang.String method)

This method determines whether a user of a particular site has permission to exe
cute the method of an object.
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B.6.2 permissionToRelocateObject
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public boolean permissionToRelocateObject(java.lang.String site,
java.lang.String object)

Determine whether SITE has permission to request OBJECT is relocated to it. First
checks if requesting site is the originating site of the object, if not, checks the .TE
of the object for any rules associated with its relocation

B.6.3 authorityToModifyTE

public boolean authorityToModifyTE(java.lang.String object)

Determine if the current user is an admin user, and if this site is the originating site
of the object to be modified
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B.7 Class PackedSPO

java.lang.Object

I
+--PackedSPO

All Implemented Interfaces: java.io.Serializable

public class PackedSPO

extends java.lang.Object

implements java.io.Serializahle

This class serves as a container for an SPO and its associated TE vector.

See Also: Serialized Form

Method Detail

B.7.1 getName

public java.lang.String getName()

Return the name of this packed object

B.7.2 unpackTE

public java.util.Vector unpackTE()

Retrieve the TE vector

B.7.3 unpackObject

public java.lang.Object unpackObject()

Retrieve the packed SPO
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B.7.4 packTE
public void packTE(java.util.Vector v)

Pack the TE

B.7.5 packObject
public void packObject(java.lang.Object 0)

Pack the SPO

B.7.6 getHash
public int getHash()
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B.8 Class DSM

java.lang.Object
I
+--DSM

public class DSM

extends java.lang.Object
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Directory Service Module
This module is responsible for finding SPOs in the database. Its modus operandi is very
similar to a name server, in that it caches lookups. In order to find an object you have
specify the objects name and its originating site. The DSM will then query the DSM of
the originating site to see if it has this object, if it does not, the originating site will at
least provide a pointer to the site where the object can be found. When the SPO has been
located, the DSM will store the objects location in its cache. It now does not have to go
look for the object next time it is queried.

Method Detail

B.S.t whereisSPO
public java.lang.String whereisSPO(java.lang.String object,

java.lang.String site)

Determine where an SPO originally from SITE is located. This method will first
try and determine if the SPO can be found at this site (checks the TeC), if not, it
will search its cache for any recent lookups of this object. If nothing is found, it
will query the Sl'Os originating site for the location of the SPO. Once found, it will
store the location of the SPO in its cache.

B.S.2 isSPOHere
public boolean isSPOHere(java.lang.String object,

java.lang.String site)

Is the OBJECT originating from SITE located here
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B.8.3 checkCache

public boolean checkCache(java.lang.String object,
java. lang. String site)
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Check the cache to determine if there was a recent lookup for this OBJECT origi
nally from SITE.

B.8.4 getLocationFromCache

public java.lang.String getLocationFromCache(java.lang.String object,
java. lang. String site)

Retrieve from the cache the location of an OBJECT originating from SITE

B.8.S addLocationToCache

public void addLocationToCache(java.lang.String object,
java.lang.String site,
java.lang.String location)

Add an OBJECT originating from SITE, currently situated at LOCATION to the
cache

B.8.6 removeLocationFromCache

public void removeLocationFromCache (java. lang.String object,
java.lang.String site)

Remove the cache entry for OBJECT originally from SITE
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B.9 Class Relocator

java.lang.Object

I
+--Relocator

public class Relocator

extends java.lang.Object

The Relocator is responsible for co-ordinating transfers of sPas between sites.

Method Detail

B.9.1 pack

public PackedSPO pack(java.lang.String object)

Use OPM to pack an spa

B.9.2 sendObject

public void sendObject(java.lang.String object,
java.lang.String site)
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Pack an object, then use the ERS to send an OBJECT from here to a remote SITE.
Follow this by updating the DSM cache (lookup table) of where this object is going.
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